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1 Introduction 
The aim of Task 1.3 and D 1.3 is to Identify and analyse EU best practices to be transferred to target 
countries of DESINNO project: success stories will be related to existing Design & Innovation centres 
or labs and to the collaboration among academia and industry for the development of the sector. The 
best practices include also design courses delivered in European HEIs as part of multi-disciplinary 
design curricula. 

In order to achieve this objective, the research has been conducted using the desk research 
methodology included in D 1.1 with a particular attention to the following activities: 

1) literature review about design and innovation with a focus on innovative methods for research and 
design, educational practises and facilities able to support didactic and research in this field; 

2) selection and evaluation of EU best practices related to Design education, research and innovation. 
The focus of the research will be the analysis of Existing Research & Innovation Centres and 
paradigms of cooperation between HEIs and Industry in order to collect insights useful for the 
DESINNO partners.  

The source adopted for the selection of EU best practice has been QS World University Ranking by 
Subject 2019: Art & Design (1) since it is recognised at international level as point of reference. During 
the progression of the data collection, a special attention has been dedicated both to education and 
HEIs according, asking how they are built and how Indian Universities can reach this level. 
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2 Implementation of Desk Research 
2.1 EU Best practices: methodology  
In order to collect all the EU Best practices, a specific approach has been adopted: 

- selection of 6 top Universities of Europe, finding them in the QS World University Ranking by Subject 
2019: Art & Design: Politecnico di Milano, Royal College of Art, Design Academy Eindhoven, ENSCi 
– Les Ateliers, Universität der Künste - Berlin, and Aalto University. 

- considering the indicators other Universities and Academies, uniformly spread in Europe, have been 
selected considering the involvement in relevant network (such as Cumulus, CUID for Italy etc.): 
Università IUAV di Venezia, Domus Academy, IADE – Universidade Europeia, Northumbria 
University, University of the Aegean and TU Delft. 

The European distribution of the best practices is than the follow (Figure 1): 

- 1 University from Finland (Aalto University); 
- 1 University from France (ENSCi – Les Ateliers); 
- 1 University from Germany (Universität der Künste - Berlin); 
- 2 Universities from Greece (University of the Aegean, University of West Attica); 
- 3 Universities from Italy (Politecnico di Milano, Università Iuav di Venezia, Domus Academy); 
- 2 Universities from Netherlands (TU Delft, Design Academy Eindhoven); 
- 1 University from Portugal (IADE – Universidade Europeia); 
- 2 Universities from United Kingdom (Royal College of Art, Northumbria University); 
- 1 Industry case from Spain (AEI Tèxtils) 
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Figure 1. Map of Europe, with highlight on countries and Universities into the best practices 

 

The collection of data started from the use of the table included in D 1.1: 

Name of good practice  (name of University/Department/Lab) 

Type (Centre/Lab/Course(s)) 

Topic (Design discipline/Provided skills) 

Description  
(up to 1 pg) 

(Objectives, provided skills, methodology, etc) 

Equipment 
(up to 1 pg) 

(Brief description of equipment and software) 

Evidence of success 
(up to 1/2 pg) 

(Examples of collaboration between HEI and Industry) 
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Funding sources (public/private/EU/other) 

Contact (Web site, 
address, email) 

 

Responsible person  

Information to DESINNO 
project  
(up to 1 pg) 

(Emphasize on methodology, equipment, operation, management, 
advantages and benefits for industrial cooperation)  

 

In order to gather additional data useful for the research the first step of collection of information from 
the universities has been performed using another template developed by POLIMI (Template 
CONTENTS-METHODOLOGY-FACILITIES):  

 

Figure 2. Template CONTENTS-METHODOLOGY-FACILITIES 
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The template is organized in three macro-areas: Contents, Methodology (with particular attention at 
innovative didactics), and Facilities. 

The Contents’ area includes general data about University (name, description, address, website, 
funding, number of students), followed by a more detailed study regarding the academic offer, the 
Bachelor courses and the general courses arranged in the Product-Service-Interaction categories. 
The Methodology and Facilities’ areas contain multiple answers about teaching approach (innovative 
didactics) and about services provided, with a particular focus on laboratories. 

The information collected have been used to fill an Excel file, useful especially to make comparisons 
among different Universities, deducing percentages and graphs in order to make clear the 
distinctiveness of each school. 

 

2.1.1 Innovative Didactics 
A special attention in the research of Best practices has been put in the collection of projects, activities 
and information related to pilot actions or innovative experiences in the field of “innovative didactics”. 
Companies are asking employers with skills connected with new technologies and with new 
framework of world around them. Universities should keep up with these new needs implementing 
new didactic framework for their students adopting the following innovative didactic tools and 
methods: 

1- Implement education activities focused on the cross competences which help to 
strengthen the attitude towards social and soft skills. Social skills are the tools of 
communication: they make possible to create relations and to act with the awareness of social 
rules; these abilities, if encouraged, allow people to communicate in a more efficient way, 
helping them to move easily across workplace. Soft skills are more connected with the work: 
in fact, they enable people to achieve their goals, communicate and work with others, live and 
act well in their environment. They are usually combined with hard skills, which are technical 
skills, and involves techniques and methods instead of someone’s personality. (2) According 
to this general scenario there are some interesting new didactic methods and technics that 
Universities are using to face these new needs: 

2- Flipped and blended classroom are another characteristic tool used in innovative didactics. 
In flipped classroom, the teacher becomes a mentor of knowledge, helping students in 
discussions and thoughts originated from lessons. They are based on technological tools, 
especially videos; the teaching material is given to students through platforms, like e-learning 
ones. The role of the teacher is very important, in order to encourage debates and to take the 
best from students using their social habits. The blended step involves both online learning as 
well as traditional methods, giving students a complete education and equipping them with 
open-minded skills and approaches. (3) 

3- E-learning uses digital technologies and Internet in order to improve the quality of knowledge 
gained by students and makes it possible to remotely use data, collaborate with others, and 
reciprocally give information. The e-learning tool has to have a specific platform online, where 
users can find every data or watch lessons. As a student, it is important to be totally 
independent of specific lessons’ time or physical presence of teacher and colleagues, but, 
nevertheless, it is usual to have human interaction with these people, thanks to the creation 
of collective learning environment. The online-teaching-approach enables students to use the 
data or take lessons whenever they want: this kind of approach is totally user-centered. It is 
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clear that every tool of innovative didactics needs a learning-by-doing approach. It consists in 
a kind of practical learning, reinforced by the experience. It is necessary to have self-initiative, 
“intention to learn” and “active phase of learning”. (4) 

4- MOOC (Massive Open Online Course): it is an online course, with open participation and 
access via web. This is one of the most recent form of innovative didactics, that makes it 
possible to gain knowledge in distance and have interactions with students, professors, and 
teaching assistants. (5) 

Innovative didactics try to be in step with the times, without forgetting what the traditional didactics 
are. It is necessary to understand that this approach does not want to reject the previous kind of 
teaching, but, on contrary, it wants to enrich it, just in order to introduce innovations and make 
knowledge open and available to all the people. 

Using the template for the Best Practices we tried to collect and gather information useful to 
understand the progress of the most innovative European Universities in the field of Design in the 
perspective of the innovative didactic. 
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3 EU Best Practices: collection of filled templates 
Name of good practice  Politecnico di Milano (6) 
Type University 

Topic The School of Design offers a wide range of programmes: first level 
degree (Bachelor or B.Sc.), second level degree (Master or M.Sc.), 
Ph.D., specialization (first level university Master diplomas, second 
level university Master diplomas). The main fields of study are Product 
Design, Interior Design, Communication Design, and Fashion Design, 
which are also the Bachelor' courses.  

Milan has a long tradition of professional design practice, which grew 
out of the material culture of craftsmanship and industry in Lombardy 
at the beginning of the last century and boomed after the war and in 
the fifties with an original, authoritative voice. Italy became excellence 
in this field, thanks to a unique design approach and to some great 
minds that made Italian Design one of the most important trends in 
the world. The graduates of Politecnico keeps this excellence going, 
proving to be especially skilled in methodology, in industrial 
cooperation and in design thinking. 

Description  
(up to 1 pg) 

The School of Design in the Politecnico di Milano is today the largest 
international university for the training of product, communication, 
interior, and fashion designers, both by the number of students and of 
teaching staff.  

It is active in the recently built Milan campus. The following figures 
give some idea of its extent: approx. 5000 students, over 450 teaching 
staff and a further 400 or so research and teaching assistants working 
in various capacities. 

Degree programs are organized at two levels: a 3-year first level 
degree (Bachelor or B.Sc) and a further 2-year second level degree 
"Laurea Magistrale” (Master or M.Sc). It also has various range of 
courses, that revolves around the macro-areas of product, service, 
and interaction. Moreover, the school use a teaching approach based 
on the techniques of innovative didactics; the main tools used are e-
learning platforms, social and soft skills, flipped/blended classroom, 
learning by doing approach, MOOC (Massive Open Online Courses). 
E-learning platforms are here used to develop some parts of the 
courses. The MOOCs are also very important in the School: in fact, 
they are daily used to take lessons.  

Equipment 
(up to 1 pg) 

The School of Design offers many facilities to students; apart from the 
library, study areas, print and college shops, lockers and some 
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classrooms with ICT services, there are four laboratories. They 
occupy an area of around 10,000 square meters of the building which 
is home to the School of Design's teaching activities. In addition to 
supporting these activities, it has provided services for businesses, 
associations, bodies and professional organizations in various areas 
ranging from communication to product, from interiors to construction 
and from textiles to fashion. They are: 

- LAB Exhibit: a space devoted to planning, implementation, and 
experimentation in the world of interior design understood as home, 
retail, exhibition, work, and transport spaces. 

- LAB Image: it focuses on teaching and research support activities in 
the fields of planning, production, and management of communication 
products in audio-visual and photographic format. 

- LAB Prototypes: This lab specializes in making models and 
prototypes for design and industry. Special attention is paid to 
practicability and production checks in order to optimize project time 
frames and costs working with all the materials on the market. 

- LAB Fashion: The equipment and tools present to allow users to 
work with fabrics, yarns, skins, and innovative materials and to 
experiment with a range of working and model making techniques with 
the assistance of teaching staff and experienced technicians. 

Another useful facility is pack station: Politecnico makes a deal both 
with Amazon and DHL in order to have two pack station with lockers 
that allow students to receive Amazon packages at any time of the 
day in safety and convenience. In the end, there are a kindergarten 
and a sports complex outside campus, that has the same deal with 
Politecnico. 

- Polifactory: It is an interdepartmental research laboratory that 
explores the relationship between design and new digital 
manufacturing processes, promoting a new culture of making. 

Polifactory is a makerspace that combines a coworking area. It is 
equipped with a large collective central table intended to 
accommodate its designers and researchers community, with two 
laboratories (Machine Shop and Workshop) equipped with machines 
and tools for the analog/digital manufacture. 

Evidence of success 
(up to 1/2 pg) 

According to QS Rankin by Subject, the School of Design is 1st in 
Italy, 3rd in Europe and 6th in the world; the QS Ranking by Subject 
uses standards such as Academic and Employee Reputation. 
Furthermore, there is a strong connection with industries that come 
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from different design fields: Luxottica, Dolce & Gabbana, Artemide, 
Smeg are only a few examples. Through the years, the researchers 
and students of the School have received some important awards in 
the design field, like ADI Compasso d’Oro, A' Design Award and 
Competition, and others, which are important to increase the weight 
of the School in international background. In addition, there are 
many calls both in national and international perspective; the calls 
are addressed to professors, Ph.D.'s candidates, researchers, 
administrative employers, etc. 

Funding sources Public-private 

Contact (Web site, 
address, email) 

Address: Via Giuseppe Candiani 72, 20158 Milano, Italy 
Website: http://www.design.polimi.it/ 

Responsible person Dean: Professor Luisa Collina 
Info: Chat Online, various email for different problems, Chatbot 

Information to DESINNO 
project  
(up to 1 pg) 

The School of Design has many connections with industries, which 
are constantly fed in order to keep them strong and up-to-date. These 
connections are encouraged by platforms like Career Service, where 
students and graduates can find internships and jobs, and by events 
such as workshops (intensive courses lasting a week) which are the 
subject of the design; didactics, where they can be partners of 
teaching; ideas competitions, in which the school is sponsoring the 
initiative; organization of seminars in which the school is sponsoring 
the initiative. 

  

http://www.design.polimi.it/
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Name of good practice  Royal College of Arts (7) 
Type University 

Topic The Royal College of Arts is the only entirely postgraduate art and 
design university in the world: it offers postgraduate degrees in art and 
design to students from over 60 countries; its educational offer is 
reviewed annually, in order to give students the right perspective of 
the contemporary world. The academic programme offers 8 MAs, 
which are moving through various fields of design: Design Products, 
Fashion Menswear, and Womenswear, Global Innovation Design, 
Innovation Design Engineering, Intelligent Mobility, Service Design, 
Textiles. Each programme offers a full package of assisted learning 
through tutorials, seminars, and support for individual and group 
projects, and learning is focused to give each student the support she 
or he needs to build expertise in their discipline. 

Description  
(up to 1 pg) 

The methodology of the Royal College of Art is a unique case in the 
world: a user-centered approach, developed with co-creation, is used 
both by designers and researchers. It is possible to look at eight major 
activities that it is used to engage people in a respectful and equitable 
way throughout the design process:  

- Asking  

Interviewing is one of our most powerful ways to understand people. 
The most common way of interviewing is face-to-face and one-to-one. 
There are also interviews with groups and communities. They do not 
have to be scientifically neutral or objective – they are simply about 
collaboration or conversation. 

- Co-creating  

Co-creation moves beyond the expert and non-expert relationship 
between designer and participant. It involves people as valued 
contributors and even as co-authors of ideas. Co-creation workshops 
allow for a ‘dream team’ to work on any sort of design challenge 
together. 

- Futuring 

This is an imaginative method that is developed that embraces 
fictional, future-based aspects of people-centered design. This 
presents a scenario in the form of a film or illustration where real users 
of a future concept act the idea with a script. This helps to explore, 
visualize and realize speculative outcomes. 
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- Immersing 

This is not about objectivity or subjectivity, but about full immersion 
within a context, environment, experience or community. This is about 
empathy building and attempts to generate a 360-degree view of an 
issue. It requires the designer to deeply experience other people’s 
worlds. 

- Listening 

Listening is at the heart of research methods. It enables a person to 
express their thoughts, needs, and perspectives with the designer 
taking the role of facilitator or enabler. It is aimed to ask more open-
ended questions rather than focusing on a single issue, putting people 
first. 

- Prototyping 

This is the creation of a model of a design idea for evaluation. The 
prototypes can range from a quick mock-up of an initial concept to a 
more resolved artefact closer to production. Prototyping makes 
abstract ideas real, communicates concepts clearly and allows real 
interaction to happen.     

- Provoking 

This is a novel method developed at the Centre called Design 
Provocations which involves showing people props, sketches or 
visuals to stimulate discussion and engage with people’s imagination. 
This is not about validating ideas but about provoking responses from 
participants. 

The College also uses tools from Innovative Didactics, like E-learning 
platforms and MOOCs.  

It has the ambition to be the right environment to train almost 2000 
students that should become the most brilliant minds in design. Each 
student can choose among 8 MA, PhDs and School of Specialization. 
It is possible to study Design Products, during 2 years, that is about 
creativity for purpose and that educates students to be design leaders, 
encouraging them to address real-world challenges through balancing 
high levels of creativity and technical capability with contextual insight 
and empathy for people; Fashion Menswear and Fashion 
Womenswear, which focus on strengthening a spirit of exploration 
through unique expertise and a polymathic debate with modern global 
awareness, encouraging a strong work ethic across a broad variety of 
personally driven and cross-Programme design projects; Global 
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Innovation Design, offers an unparalleled transformative 
postgraduate experience that cultivates active designers – future 
creative leaders who will tackle complex problems and deliver positive 
social, environmental, economic and cultural change; Innovation 
Design Engineering is a leading-edge, interdisciplinary course that 
focuses on the exploration and development of impactful innovation 
through critical observation, disruptive design thinking, 
experimentation, exploration of emergent technologies, advanced 
engineering and enterprise activities; Intelligent Mobility, building on 
the success of the world-renowned Vehicle Design Programme at the 
RCA, looks to the future of all forms of transportation design and 
places this in the context of an increasingly complex environment; 
Service Design applies design practice to the service sector – from 
retail and banking to transportation, health and education: in fact, 
services represent around 80 percent of the economy and offer a new 
frontier for designers seeking to make a difference; Textiles offer 
uniquely fluid, flexible and infinitely adaptable ways of questioning, 
examining and solving some of the increasingly complex societal 
challenges of the twenty-first century.  

Equipment 
(up to 1 pg) 

The facilities and technical equipment at the RCA support students in 
their explorations of the creative possibilities of the new and the 
traditional, and the interplay between them. 

The 3D Workshops are located in the Darwin Building, Kensington. 
There are a variety of workshops for object-making in a wide range of 
media. Facilities include a Wood Workshop, Metal Fabrication, 
Engineering, Plastics Workshop, and a Resin and Moulding studio as 
well as CNC and Laser Cutting facilities. A spray booth is available for 
spray paint finishes and a number of bookable projects and making 
spaces complete the facilities. Access to a range of technical 
resources can be provided, and students are encouraged to use 
College-wide facilities, including the RCA Library, located in 
Kensington. Some facilities are subject to an induction and access is 
granted following an assessment of academic need, such as 
Ceramics & Glass (areas for hot glass making, cold glass working, 
kiln forming, plaster model and mould making, plastic clay making, as 
well as clay and glaze development), College Shop and Raw 
Materials Store, Fashion, Textiles (a large-scale printmaking 
workshop, a dedicated dye lab, mixed media and sewing workshop 
and extensive knit and weave facilities that include computerised 
handlooms, an industrial jacquard power loom with APSO software 
and a dobby power loom), Jewellery & Metal (anodising, CAD/CAM-
milling, computer modelling and rapid prototyping, casting, 
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electroforming, enamelling, forging, tool making, patination, plating, 
presswork, spark erosion and laser, MIG and TIG welding), Lens-
based Media and Audio Resources, Painting and Sculpture, 
Printmaking (etching, lithography, intaglio, screen printing and 
letterpress areas, digital suite with large-format digital printing and a 
reprographics workshop), Resource Stores (free hire of lens-based 
media and AV equipment), SmartZone, Robotics Laboratory 
(provides a focal point for research into robotics within an art and 
design environment). Furthermore, there are three Lecture Theatres, 
two College Gallery (gallery spaces in Kensington and Battersea that 
are available for hire to students and staff for private, programme and 
College-wide functions), a TTO (Innovation RCA). 

Evidence of success 
(up to 1/2 pg) 

According to QS Rankin by Subject, the RCA is the 1st school of 
Design in the world; the QS Ranking by Subject uses standards such 
as Academic and Employee Reputation.  

The RCA has some important collaborations with big industries, like 
Huawei, Visa Europe, Tata Consultancy Services (TCS), Hyundai, 
Intel, and other, doing activities that move from Service to Product 
Design. Talking about awards, the RCA Helen Hamlyn Centre for 
Design and Vehicle Design's Redesign of the Emergency Ambulance 
project has been selected as one of the nominations for the Design 
Museum Designs of the Year 2012 exhibition and awards in the 
Transport category: Design Museum’s Design Awards, ‘the Oscars of 
the design world’, showcase the most innovative and progressive 
designs from around the world from the last 12 months.  
An inclusive design workshop for sheltered manufacturing devised by 
RCA senior research fellow Julia Cassim, is to take the international 
stage as a travelling exhibition after winning three Croatian design 
awards: the exhibition, the UK-Croatia Extra/Ordinary Design 
Workshops, presented the process and prototypes from, as well as 
the economic and social impact of a series of inclusive design 
workshops, run across Bosnia, Serbia, and Croatia between 2009 and 
2012. The project has won three design awards, recognizing the 
strategic power of inclusive design as an effective agent of social, 
attitudinal and economic change.  

In the end, there is the Creative Exchange (CX), a £4m Knowledge 
Exchange Hub led by Lancaster University in partnership with 
Newcastle University and the Royal College of Art. The programme 
connects design research excellence with businesses, service 
providers and citizens. CX responds to changes in the design, 
creative and media-based industries, and the rise of the digital space. 
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Funding sources Public 

Contact (Web site, 
address, email) 

Address: Kensington Gore, South Kensington, London SW7 2EU, 
UK 
Website: https://www.rca.ac.uk/schools/school-of-design/  

Responsible person Dean: Professor Paul Anderson 
Info: info@rca.ac.uk  

Information to DESINNO 
project  
(up to 1 pg) 

The RCA encourage their students’ Start-Up and projects, giving them 
visibility through the website and fellowships (thanks to 
GenerationRCA, a fund for donations).  In order to help new graduates 
to enter in the professional world, there are activities connected with 
AlumniRCA. The alumni events programme offers graduates the 
opportunity to attend social, academic and professional networking 
events, both in the UK and internationally; they are private and it is 
possible to access only by invitation. Another tool used to highlight the 
AlumniRCA is the magazine ‘A’: all content is created by and about 
current RCA students, alumni or staff members, and produced 
exclusively for graduates as part of the alumni relations programme. 
Last but not least, there is RCA's TTO, that contributes to open the 
college, in order to help industries, but also to connect the students 
with the external world. 

https://www.rca.ac.uk/schools/school-of-design/
mailto:info@rca.ac.uk
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Name of good practice  TUDelft (8) 
Type University 

Topic Industrial Design Engineering in Delft wants to design the future in the 
broadest possible sense. That is the core business of students and 
researchers at the faculty of IDE. They design and improve products 
and services that deal with society’s major challenges. And they are 
the experts, as they have been doing it for more than 45 years. Over 
6.000 Industrial Design Engineers have graduated from the faculty 
since it was founded in 1969. IDE is still among the largest university 
design programmes in the world. Nowadays, the emphasis is on the 
design of durable products and services, taking into account the 
interests of users, industry, society and the environment. Perhaps 
design can even be used to stimulate users to change their behaviour, 
thus helping to solve (future) problems ranging from obesity to 
material scarcity. 

The Industrial Design Engineering course is divided into Bachelor and 
Master programmes. In the bachelor programme (the first three 
years), you are introduced to the broad field of Industrial Design 
Engineering – in theory, and in practice. After that, there are three 
master programmes at Industrial Design Engineering (Integrated 
Product Design, Strategic Product Design, Design for Interaction) and 
a specialization in Medisign. 

Description  
(up to 1 pg) 

IDE has about 1500 students enrolled, and it gives them its knowledge 
using different approaches and different tools. The Integrated Product 
Design’s course teaches conceptualization and embodiment design, 
by applying systematic state-of-the-art theories and methodologies, 
and by integrating user, technology and business aspects with 
advanced studies in innovative design theory and methods, 
aesthetics, ergonomics, engineering, and sustainability. Strategic 
Product Design provides insights and tools to exploit business 
resources and market opportunities. Students learn to apply 
techniques like market and brand analysis, future scenarios, and 
technology road mapping as drivers for strategic product design. They 
acquire the skills to help companies conceptualize, develop and 
introduce socially sound, and commercially successful products and 
services. 

In the end, the course of Design for Interaction offers students a 
multidisciplinary course of study, covering topics ranging from 
aesthetics and ergonomics to psychology and sociology. Students 
learn to formulate design visions, create and visualize concepts, and 
develop and test experiential prototypes. During the project phase, 
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students apply and integrate what they have learnt; Delft prepares 
students both theoretically and hands-on, to become user experience 
experts. 

IDE aims to enable designers to be inspirational yet realistic leaders 
that can move the needle towards a better future; it is possible by 
creating insights in people, their lives and in society, and developing 
foresight on how technology can improve the future. 

The convergence of people, technology and business is one of the 
main focus; it is important to build knowledge in these three areas 
while expanding design practice and methodologies: this process 
leads to the competencies. In order to have competencies, it is 
necessary to collaborate by generating insights and foresight that 
create valuable new ways to approach challenges that society will 
face in the coming decades.  

These competencies enable to collaborate throughout the faculty by 
generating: 

- Insights (measuring, understanding and influencing behaviour and 
attitude change, both individuals as well as groups and - business - 
organizations);  

- Foresight (interaction between people and technology to connect 
meaningfully in daily life, or to make something meaningful for 
everyday use by adding value to emerging technologies). 

By applying the derived knowledge from the set of skills and the 
collaboration along the lines of insights and foresight, it is possible to 
contribute to societal challenges: there is a special focus on health 
(autonomous ageing, patient safety, early recovery, and revalidation) 
and sustainability (circular economy, energy efficiency). In addition to 
this, tools from innovative didactics are used; other than e-learning 
platforms, social and soft skills, flipped and blended classrooms, 
MOOCs, there are VR & AR tools, Interactive and digital whiteboards. 

People in IDE have clear drivers that make the energy flow. It is very 
important to have a strong human centred, social orientation full of 
service-mindedness; and, at the same time, it is necessary to combine 
the knowledge base with analytical approaches and sense for reality. 
This result has to be mixed with the creative and imaginative side 
naturally positioned to be inspiring and responsible at the forefront of 
societal development. IDE wants to Design for the future. 
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Equipment 
(up to 1 pg) 

IDE has a wide range of laboratories, in order to help students to 
elaborate on their projects. Machinery is available for plastic, wood 
(bandsaw, sanding disk, oscillating sanding spindle) and 
metalworking (metal cutting machines, slot clipper, guillotine, angle 
cutting machine, bending machines – big and small, punching 
machine, metal rolling machines – big and small, press, spot welding 
machine, mitre saw, CNC milling – 3-axis); 3D-printing; laser cutting; 
turning; CNC turning (small); foam milling; rapid prototyping; drilling; 
sheet working; MIG and TIG welding machines; glass blasting 
machine; spray painting; drill presses; glass blasting; soldering; 
sewing. There is also a Physical and Ergonomics Lab and a Teaching 
Lab; the first one is useful to support both students and researchers 
in their project; the second is addressed to professors, in order to 
share their knowledge with other teachers, to compare the personal 
methods of teaching. 

Evidence of success 
(up to 1/2 pg) 

There are many collaborations with industries, like Philips Design and 
KLM. 

Talking about awards, the online version of the Delft Design Guide 
won the Open Course Award for Best Text Book in 2013 and is 
developed into a successful MOOC, the Delft Design Approach; this 
course has been awarded with the 2015 Open Education Award for 
Excellence in the category 'Open MOOC' by the Open Education 
Consortium. Other renowned awards win are the James Dyson Award 
for a malaria diagnostic device, Honourable mention Compasso 
D’Oro for White Book for Design-Driven Materials Innovation, three 
Best Paper Awards to IDE researchers from the Design Research 
Society conference, Grand Prize in the category Design of COPIC 
AWARD 2017 for project ‘The Iconic Duo Ferrari and Fiat Dino’, 
Renault Design Award 2017, WIRED Creative Hack Award 2017 in 
Japan for project ‘Street Debater’. 

Funding sources Public 

Contact (Web site, 
address, email) 

Address: Mekelweg 5, 2628 CD Delft, The Nederlands 
Website: https://www.tudelft.nl/en/ide/education/master-studies/  

Responsible person Dean: Professor Ena Voûte 
Info: io@tudelft.nl  

Information to DESINNO 
project  
(up to 1 pg) 

Together with the Municipality of Delft, TU Delft stimulates technical 
entrepreneurship via the YES!Delft centre for entrepreneurship. This 
is aimed especially at graduates and scientists of TU Delft, and 
inventors in the region who want to start a company. YES!Delft 
provides training courses, office space and access to research 
facilities and networks. It offers valuable resources for a successful 
start. The faculty of Industrial Design Engineering has already 

https://www.tudelft.nl/en/ide/education/master-studies/
mailto:io@tudelft.nl
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produced a number of high-tech start-ups, including Senz, Epyon 
Power, Evening Breeze, and NightBalance. Delft Design Labs is an 
initiative of the TU Delft Faculty of Industrial Design Engineering. The 
Labs provide platforms for prolific collaborations with all kinds of 
societal stakeholders. With and through design explorations, labs 
create state-of-the-art thematic knowledge. 

Another useful method to increase the renown of IDE is joining 
projects with funds that come both from the Netherlands and the EU. 
The Faculty of Industrial Design Engineering is increasingly involved 
in nationally funded research projects. Funding agencies such as 
NWO, ZonMW, and STW provide funding through thematic 
programmes for scientific research in the Netherlands. Faculty staff is 
active in both individual research and collaborative projects with third 
parties in these programmes. There are some matches among the 
nationally relevant research themes such as healthcare, logistics, and 
the circular economy. 

The Faculty of Industrial Design Engineering is also considered as 
one of the largest and most influential design research institutes in the 
world, with a research staff of over a hundred scientists plus state-of-
the-art research facilities. In the last years, IDE built an interesting 
track record of participating in European Research and Innovation 
projects in the FP7, Horizon 2020, JPI and Interreg Programmes, both 
as a partner and as coordinator. As part of TU Delft, a top-10 
university in the EU FP7 and Horizon 2020, IDE makes use of the 
extensive experience of developing, contracting and managing 
European Funded projects. 
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Name of good practice  Università Iuav di Venezia (9) 

Type University 

Topic The IUAV University of Venice was established in 1926 as one of the 
first Architecture Schools in Italy. To this day, it still maintains its 
unique status. It is a design-themed university focusing on the 
teaching, research and practice in the design of living spaces and 
environments (buildings, cities, landscapes, and territory) and in the 
design of everyday use objects, of fashion and of graphics. It has a 
more recent but well-established tradition in the teaching, research 
and practice of visual arts, theatre and performing arts, and 
multimedia events. Studying at Iuav means being open to what is 
really happening in the world and learning and working with 
outstanding personalities in the fields of architecture, urban and 
regional planning, design and visual and performing arts. 

The school is organized in 5 undergraduate degree programmes and 
8 graduate degree programmes covering the fields of architecture, 
design, fashion, visual arts, urban and regional planning and theatre. 
In addition, IUAV offers advanced specialization courses and 8 PhDs. 

Since its establishment, Università Iuav di Venezia has developed its 
international academic activities with the aim of improving the quality 
of its educational programmes. It has done so by adapting itself to the 
principles of free academics and research, and free knowledge 
circulation, aware of the social role held by university education and 
scientific research. It develops international networks, activating study 
programmes in collaboration with universities in other countries that 
enable curricula enrichment, exchange of students, and use of 
languages. All this in order to also foster relations with national and 
international public and private institutions, presenting IUAV students 
and graduates to an international level of job orientation. 

Description  
(up to 1 pg) 

About 4,200 students attend IUAV University. Admission to both 
graduate and undergraduate programmes is limited – an essential 
requirement to maintain high teaching standards. International 
Exchange Programmes are currently available in partnerships with 
170 European universities. They encourage student and staff mobility 
in order to raise awareness of common European citizenship, 
exchange good practices and share research. IUAV has also 
established cooperation and exchanges with non-EU institutions and 
universities and entered into over 30 agreements to boost student 
mobility. A learning technique unique to IUAV is the workshop, which 
is meant to offer both learning opportunities and work experience 
under the direct supervision of high-profile professionals and 
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teachers. To pursue these principles, Università Iuav di Venezia 
constantly develops protocols of understanding and implementation 
conventions of training and cooperation with universities and 
institutions in Europe and in the rest of the world, allowing exchanges 
of teachers and students. 

In fact, the university holds about: 

- 150 conventions with European institutions 

- 60 conventions with non-European institutions 

These are the reasons for Iuav student satisfaction: specialized 
available information and the wide choice of partner universities in 
which to experience mobility. Each academic year presents about 250 
inbound and outbound exchange situations. In addition, there are also 
many opportunities for short mobility (international workshops) with 
the participation of foreign students and professionals. Finally, 
internationalization and mobility policies are always at the forefront of 
the institutional agenda of Università Iuav di Venezia, since it 
participates in the Erasmus Plus programme. 

Equipment 
(up to 1 pg) 

The system supports the educational activities of the various faculties 
and degree programmes as well as the more in-depth analysis of 
specific topics for undergraduate and master theses and Ph.D. 
dissertations. The labs are expertly staffed and fitted with the latest 
equipment. They support research and other work in the fields of 
photography, representation, surveying, topography, cartography, 
geographic information systems, petrography, building materials 
analyses, technology, earth sciences, geophysics, building sciences, 
building techniques, and environmental engineering physics. 

The lab system offers tools and expert support for: testing materials 
and structures for the risk of collapse; short- and long-term static and 
structural monitoring of monumental and contemporary structures; 
material and structure analysis; environmental analysis; specifying 
and analysing construction materials and problem solving; surveys 
and representations of projects, buildings and areas; 3D interactive 
models, digital animation, video, multimedia works; drawings, models, 
video animation and websites; geographic information systems; 
elaborating and archiving digital maps; document retrieval and 
research; photographic campaigns.  

Evidence of success 
(up to 1/2 pg) 

IUAV has established agreements with important Italian and foreign 
cultural institutions, museums and universities such as La Biennale di 
Venezia, Teatro La Fenice, Palazzo Grassi, Musei Civici Veneziani, 
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Triennale di Milano, Parsons School of Design, MIT, IIT, CCA and 
Tongji University. Iuav students are involved with all of these 
institutions on a regular basis. Iuav is committed to invest in research 
and development on issues related to the city, the territory and 
environment, the landscape, infrastructures and mobility, 
environmental protection and conservation, sustainable design, the 
history of architecture, new frontiers of design, and arts. 

IUAV has a high-equipped system of laboratories managed by 
specialists and experts. The university library houses a wide and rare 
collection of books, databases, and journals especially focusing on 
architecture and urban planning.  

Funding sources Public 

Contact (Web site, 
address, email) 

Address: Santa Croce 191 Tolentini, 30135 Venezia, Italy 
Website: http://www.iuav.it/LAUREA/design/  

Responsible person Dean: Professor Alberto Ferlenga 
Info: front-office@iuav.it 

Information to DESINNO 
project  
(up to 1 pg) 

The Iuav works to give its graduates many job opportunities. It uses 
different channels like online wall with the job offers/internships; it 
gives free information about jobs orientation, with supporting activities 
to create a CV, portfolio and motivational letter; seminars about 
employment, broadcasted via email, that help with job interviews; 
meetings with industries, in order to get in touch with them and -
sometimes- give them the CV; employment’s programs, like FIxO YEI 
(Formazione e Innovazione per l'Occupazione). 

 

  

http://www.iuav.it/LAUREA/design/
mailto:front-office@iuav.it
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Name of good practice  Domus Academy Milano (10) 
Type Postgraduate School 

Topic Domus Academy is a living laboratory, an incubator of talents and a 
springboard for interdisciplinary adventures. Offering one-year 
master’s courses in a wide variety of design specializations, the 
school centers around its unique “learning by designing” 
methodology. This means it is possible to gain knowledge and 
practical skills by solving real-life design problems in collaboration 
with many brands in fashion, product design, interaction design, 
luxury goods, and more. In workshops, internships, and/or field 
experiences, working directly with companies will address the most 
contemporary design challenges, under the guidance of faculty 
members who are professionals and opinion leaders in their fields. 

Domus Academy is a school where it is possible to make connections 
that will accelerate the career of students, that gain inspiration from 
collaborative projects, and develop own skills and talents in a self-
directed way. 

Description  
(up to 1 pg) 

With 400 students from over 50 countries studying here, the campus 
is a multicultural environment. It also features several world-class 
facilities. Currently, more than 50 nationalities are represented on the 
Domus Academy campus. A multicultural point of view spurs a 
dynamic exchange of ideas and informs design excellence: an open 
mind sees a diversity of options and chooses concepts with 
resonance. 

Degree from Domus Academy is recognized around Europe and the 
world - an Academic Master’s degree (60 ECTS credits) that is 
accredited by the Italian Ministry of Education, Universities, and 
Research (MIUR); it is, also, possible to earn a second qualification: 
the Domus Academy Master’s Diploma. The accreditation has helped 
Domus Academy build relationships with some of the most prestigious 
brands in design, fashion, business, and architecture so that it is 
possible to have the chance to gain practical, meaningful work 
experience during the course of study. At Domus Academy, it is 
possible to work side-by-side with international designers that give 
their knowledge of the latest design trends and practices. 

Many of the most innovative design solutions are created through the 
collaboration of various design tools, competencies, and 
perspectives. It is possible to share different points of view on design 
with classmates across disciplines and learn to combine their ideas in 
fresh expressions. 
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The accreditation also means that the academic credits earned at 
Domus Academy can be transferred to other institutions in case of 
working toward another master’s or a doctoral-level degree. 
Concerning the teaching approach, every master’s program features 
four hands-on workshops, plus a professional experience module, 
where it is possible to apply the techniques learnt in class to actual 
company projects. Each workshop includes: 

- The launch. A company representative or Domus Academy project 
leader launches a creative brief about a real design or fashion 
challenge. 

- The intermediate review. Company/design studio representatives 
review the project halfway through the session and offer guidance on 
the approach. 

- The final presentation. At the conclusion of the project, it is 
necessary to present it to faculty and to company/design studio 
representatives and get feedback on the ideas and performance. 

Equipment 
(up to 1 pg) 

Domus Academy has a 13-building campus, shared with NABA 
(Nuova Accademia di Belle Arti); it is located in the Navigli (canal) 
district of Milan. It is close to public transportation and not far from the 
city center, with its historic monuments and lively shopping streets. It 
has a Design Lab, a Fashion Lab, and a Language Center. 

Evidence of success 
(up to 1/2 pg) 

Domus Academy is one of the world’s top schools in the areas of 
fashion, design, and architecture. The students have participated and 
won prizes in several prestigious competitions, including the ITS 
Accessories contest, the Next Generation contest at Milan Fashion 
Week, Vogue Talents, Vogue’s Who Is on Next?, the Red Dot Award, 
the Samsung Young Design Award, and the Wallpaper* Design 
Awards. One of the most exciting aspects of Domus Academy 
education is the opportunity to participate in real-world design projects 
with leading international and Italian companies. 

Every master’s program features four hands-on workshops, plus a 
professional experience module, where it is possible to apply the 
techniques learnt in class to actual company projects. Companies that 
have collaborated with Domus Academy are Volkswagen, Alberta 
Ferretti, Zara, Whirlpool, Studio Urquiola, and others. 

Funding sources Private 

Contact (Web site, 
address, email) 

Address: Via Carlo Darwin 20, 20143 Milano, Italy 
Website: https://www.domusacademy.com/  

Responsible person Dean: Line Ulrika Christiansen 

https://www.domusacademy.com/
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Info: info@domusacademy.it  
Information to DESINNO 
project  
(up to 1 pg) 

During the fifth module of the degree program, it is possible to choose 
from three different types of professional experiences: 

- Internship: develop real design projects and apply skills learned in 
class while working onsite for a company. 

- Field learning experience: as a consultant based on campus, it will 
be possible to collaborate on an actual company project, supervised 
by a project leader. 

- Entrepreneur experience: if students want to be entrepreneurs, the 
faculty will mentor them as they develop their business and 
managerial skills through both theory and practice. 

 

  

mailto:info@domusacademy.it
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Name of good practice  Aalto University (11) 
Type University 

Topic Aalto University is a multidisciplinary community of bold thinkers, 
where science and art meet technology and business. We are 
committed to identifying and solving grand societal challenges and 
building an innovative future.  

It is possible to choose the Bachelor's degree major between Design, 
Fashion or Aalto Bachelor Programme in Design. Master's studies 
can be conducted either in Collaborative and Industrial Design; 
Fashion, Clothing and Textile Design; or Contemporary Design 
programme. In addition, the Department provides two Aalto-level 
Master's programmes: International Design Business Management 
and Creative Sustainability. 

A student focuses either on the Master's degree major or the field of 
the programme, may take advantage of Aalto University’s wide range 
of multidisciplinary courses for the minors and freely selectable 
studies.  

Description  
(up to 1 pg) 

The Department of Design, with its (about) 3000 students, is a diverse 
community of competent, creative and responsible individuals. In 
design, it is appreciated the technical skill, social significance, and 
artistic expression.  

One of the main focuses is to educate front-line design professionals 
and visionaries for established, changing and emerging fields of 
design. Renewal of expertise through high-level research in 
continuous collaboration with our stakeholders and it is important to 
strive towards a sustainable and just society and environment. 

The students can study design, fashion, co-design, design leadership 
and sustainable development. Aalto University also focuses on three 
integrative multidisciplinary themes: advanced energy solutions, 
health and wellbeing, and human-centered living environments. The 
University also takes care of teachers-to-be. In fact, Teaching Lab 
provides events, workshops and coaching for designing future-proof 
education: the Lab wants to help teachers and other education 
practitioners to develop their teaching by sharing innovative methods, 
ideas and latest information on how to equip students with the future 
competencies. At Aalto University the best learning environments are 
built in co-learning ecosystems where the University and its different 
schools, students from various backgrounds, and partner 
organizations work and learn together. The future-proof course and 
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program design and development can profoundly benefit from co-
creation instead of being something done in solitude. 

Equipment 
(up to 1 pg) 

At the School of Arts, Design, and Architecture, theory meets practice: 
learning and practical projects carried out with open minds and 
courage are key to our teaching methods. 

The variety of workshop environments maintained by the skilled staff 
at the school enable experiments with materials, methods, and 
processes to be part of learning, research, and artistic activity. In each 
workshop, a technician who is an expert in the field gives instruction 
on the use of the equipment and tools and provides advice on working 
methods. The close cooperation between the workshop technicians 
and the teaching staff ensures a unique learning experience. There 
are different workshops in order to help students to develop their 
projects; there is also an equipment lending service. Among the varied 
workshops, it is possible to mention the Biofilia, Mechatronics, Aalto 
Fablab, and Darkrooms. 

Evidence of success 
(up to 1/2 pg) 

Aalto University specializes in science, art, technology, and business. 
There is an improvement markedly in rankings specific to these fields, 
and place high in well-known ranking lists. 
The cornerstones of Aalto University research are four fundamental 
competence areas: ICT and digitalization, materials and sustainable 
use of natural resources, global business dynamics, and arts and 
design. It is the 7th in QS Top Universities of Art & Design ranking. 
Students and teachers from Aalto University are honoured with many 
awards, like Danish Design Awards, Teacher of the Year, Seal of 
Excellence. Horizon 2020 Marie Sklodowska-Curie Actions. MSCA-
IF-2018, HR Excellence in Research and others. Companies that 
have collaborated with Aalto University are Iittala, ABB, Lindström, 
and others. 

Funding sources Public 

Contact (Web site, 
address, email) 

Address: Otaniementie 14, 02150 Espoo, Finland 
Website: https://www.aalto.fi/en/department-of-design  

Responsible person Dean: Professor Anna Valtonen  
Info: registry@aalto.fi  

Information to DESINNO 
project  
(up to 1 pg) 

A basic feature of Aalto University is the idea of collaboration: it is 
important in order to raise designers with an open-minded approach 
and with a strong social being; in fact, a good designer is someone 
who works firstly thinking about people's needs, and only then thinking 
about companies. Another main point is sustainability: in fact, Aalto 
University puts the world safety first, and teaches this to its students, 
in order to have conscious workers of tomorrow.  

https://www.aalto.fi/en/department-of-design
mailto:registry@aalto.fi
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Last, the University goes along its student in finding a job. Aalto 
University has its Career Services: the mission is to facilitate students 
in finding relevant employment by mediating appropriate vacancies, 
organizing career and recruitment events, offering internship support 
in Finland and grants for internships carried out abroad and enhancing 
students' job hunting skills. The platform serves both students and 
employers, and also provide Aalto University with information and 
statistics on the placement of graduates. Aalto CareerWeb is a hub of 
the services: it mediates annually thousands of job and internship ads 
targeted to Aalto students; it organizes the upcoming events, incl. 
training, CV & LinkedIn clinics, career events, career fairs, and other 
employer events; it has a personal career and job search guidance; it 
offers a personal career counseling; it includes information about 
Internship grants abroad and internship support in Finland.  
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Name of good practice  Design Academy Eindhoven (12) 
Type Higher Vocational Education (HBO) Institute 

Topic Design Academy Eindhoven specializes in design. It offers a four-year 
Bachelor’s course and a two-year Master’s course. It has an 
impressive, international team of tutors at its disposal and the quality 
of the designers they educate is very high. The DNA of Design 
Academy Eindhoven can be described as conceptual, authentic, 
creative, flexible, free, passionate and curious. Designers who 
graduate from the Academy are particularly gifted conceptualists. 
Wherever they end up, whatever they do, their main weapon is 
conceptual thinking. It allows them to ask critical questions about 
existing things and to introduce new approaches and to design from 
a bird's eye view. Both with regard to design and research they know 
what they want and what they can do. They know their strengths and 
have charted their skills and limitations. Autonomy and originality are 
their trademarks. 

Description  
(up to 1 pg) 

The first thing that typifies Design Academy Eindhoven is the 
autonomous set-up of the teaching. The design departments, with 
their approximately 800 students, compass departments in the 
bachelor’s course, and the programmes within the master’s course 
are all headed by people who are leading figures in their professions. 
Owing to their extensive networks, their enthusiasm, and their ability 
to help students in directing the content of their designs, the actual 
current profession is a day to day inspiration to our students. 
Secondly, the academy is firmly rooted in the professional field. Each 
tutor works as a professional designer for most of his/her time or is 
otherwise active in the current professional practice. This allows the 
Academy to respond rapidly and adequately to signals from the 
professional field and society. 

The third theme is the Academy's sensitive antenna for social 
phenomena as a motor for innovative design. The Academy has set 
up its educational model based on social phenomena with men as the 
focal point. Design is in the service of man and society and social 
developments are the most important mainsprings for innovative 
design. 
Besides the normal innovative didactics techniques, DAE uses two 
peculiar approaches, organized in workshops: pairings, B2B2B (back-
to-back-to-back), thinking-through-making. The first one (pairings) 
consists of a joint session framed by a common topic or research 
question, where two practitioners are invited to participate as guests. 
The format will be negotiated by the guests and students to stimulate 
the most insightful, energetic, surprising, or critical discourse—from 
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interviews to quickfire debates, collective readings to seances, speed-
dates to confessionals. The approach to organization, hosting, and 
documentation is determined by the students. The second one 
(B2B2B) is focused on a medium of critical importance—from sound 
and film to data and social for the collection, representation, and 
dissemination of research, guided by a practitioner with recognized 
expertise, experience, and critical insight in the respective field. The 
B2B2B will introduce each medium as a tool, a material, and a 
relational device (between author and research subject, between 
creator and audience, between collaborators, between different 
positions in a power structure, between expert and amateur, etc.); 
position the current state and possible future of each medium in a 
historical lineage; and encourage open-ended experimentation as 
well as informed reflection. Each B2B2B will be oriented towards the 
production of a collective public format (symposium, installation, 
publication, etc.) that shares new insights into the potentials, powers, 
and problems of the medium with a broader audience. Thinking-
through-making is a process in which making and thinking alternate 
back and forth all the time, in rapid iterations. The making or designing 
could be taking place intuitively. Reflecting on what has been made 
helps create knowledge and insights. Creation and reflection go hand 
in hand – the relationship between the making and the thinking opens 
up an opportunity to also express knowledge through what is made. 
Thinking-through-making is connected to concepts such as thinking 
with your hands, learning through doing, and trial and error. 

Equipment 
(up to 1 pg) 

Acquiring knowledge, conducting research, testing the possibilities: 
these things often happen on the go. Many of course units are 
experience-oriented. This is why the academy has a number of great 
facilities at its disposal for its students. There are workshops, for 
instance, where it is possible to work with wood, metal, plastics, 
screen printing, textile, ceramics, digital technology, and there are a 
photo studio and a library; there is also a “dirty space”, a place where 
it is possible to work with materials. Furthermore, it is possible to use 
a sports complex, a study counselling, and the Philips design 
department. 

Evidence of success 
(up to 1/2 pg) 

DAE is the #19 in the QS Top Universities of Art & Design. In the 
Academy's own view, its excellence lies in the fact that it trains 
designers to be aware of the social implications of their designs. This 
is why the Academy chooses a more horizontal and integral approach 
to design over the more traditional vertical structure within each 
design discipline. The link between this integrative approach on the 
one hand and autonomy as a principle on the other is characteristic 
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of the Academy as an organization and as an educational institution. 
DAE and its students have received many awards, that confirm their 
international reputation; among them, it is possible to find the 
Designer of the Year award, the Milano Design Award for ‘Best 
Technology’, the Milano Design Award 2017 ‘Press Choice’, the Prins 
Bernhard Cultuurfonds Award 2012 and other. 
Over the years, the Academy collaborates with several industries, in 
order to inspire and make new friendships; among them, there are 
Canon, Philips Design, Vescom. 

Funding sources Private 

Contact (Web site, 
address, email) 

Address: Emmasingel 14, 5611 AZ Eindhoven, The Netherlands 
Website: https://www.designacademy.nl/  

Responsible person Dean: Professor Joseph Grima 
Info: info@designacademy.nl  

Information to DESINNO 
project  
(up to 1 pg) 

DAE has set up some fruitful partnerships, for instance with the Textile 
Museum in Tilburg, the EKWC (the European Ceramic Work Centre) 
in Den Bosch and Bruns (a model making company) in Bergeijk; it is 
also known for the strong collaboration with Philips Design. 

 

   

  

https://www.designacademy.nl/
mailto:info@designacademy.nl
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Name of good practice  Universität der Künste Berlin (13) 
Type University 

Topic Berlin University of the Arts is one of the largest and most diversified 
universities of the arts in the world. The teaching offered mostly in 
traditional formats in the four colleges of Fine Arts, Architecture, 
Media and Design, Music and Performing Arts as well as at the 
Central Institute for Continued Education/ Berlin Career College 
encompasses the full spectrum of the arts and related academic 
studies in more than 70 courses. With the right to confer doctorates 
and post-doctoral qualifications, the Berlin University of the Arts is 
also one of the few art colleges in Germany with full university status. 
Teachers in art and music are also educated at the Berlin University 
of the Arts, the only university in Berlin and Brandenburg where these 
subjects can be studied. 

Description  
(up to 1 pg) 

The College of Architecture, Media and Design deals with the 
integration of science and art; it tries to teach its 3000 students to go 
beyond purely creative-aesthetic work. 

As a creative response to social and technological developments, 
product and fashion design influences every sphere of life. It is not 
just about attributing optical and tactile qualities to objects. Orientation 
towards understanding design as a process – a key theme in the study 
course “Design” – also implies its communicative character. 

Design is concerned primarily with the conception, development, and 
designing of industrially manufactured objects, and with their 
reciprocal impact on humanity and the environment. The various fields 
of professional design are not territories with rigid outlines. Graduates 
of this study course, therefore, acquire the ability to work 
independently on complex design projects as well as idiosyncratic 
fashion concepts. 

The main object of teaching is the design process, from the initial 
demand to conception and development, and finally to presentation. 
As a structural framework, it serves to facilitate work on various 
project themes and creates interdisciplinary links to other study 
programs. The majority of the course comprises project work. The 
two-semester Master programme takes place in design projects 
starting out from a newly defined thematic focus each year. 
The own design development project is in the center of the design 
study. Based on the original project outline, phases of contentual and 
procedural development are conceived, implemented, tested and 
debated. Depending on the individual topics, the mentors are 
individually selected to provide the best possible care and 
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environment. The individual work will benefit from the content and 
processes of the other participants through the studio communities, 
colloquia, and discourses and will enrich even the multi-perspectival 
exchange. In the course of study, the Master's topics are developed 
through the joint discussion and linked to the questions and 
experiences that are brought into play by the individual project 
projects. The University uses most of the innovative didactics’ tools 
and techniques, like e-learning, MOOCs, learning by doing, etc. 

Equipment 
(up to 1 pg) 

The school offers shared studio spaces and individual specialist 
workspaces upon request. The students also have access to a wide 
variety of technical facilities, workshops, media workplaces, a gallery 
and a design lab. The facilities include Mac and PC computer lab, 3D 
Scanning, 3D printing, CNC milling, Laser cutter, Photo studio, Wood, 
Metal, Ceramics, Plastics, Mock-up, Weaving, Knitting, Screen 
Printing, Design Service and Material archive. There are, also, a 
Concert Hall and a Mediathek. 

Evidence of success 
(up to 1/2 pg) 

The University comes #49th in the QS Top Universities of Art & 
Design. The Design Program of the UdK Berlin aims to promote the 
students individually in their development to creative and far-sighted 
authorship. The competence for interdisciplinary cooperation should 
be strengthened and tested, the qualities in the use of methods, 
strategies, and tools should be expanded and sharpened. By 
participating in the critical discourse, the assets should grow to link 
theory and practice fields in project work in a diverse and targeted 
manner. 

The UdK Berlin has many collaborations with industries both national 
and international, like Graham & Brown (wallpaper manufacturer), 
Deutsche Telekom AG (Innovation Laboratories), Bundesdruckerei 
GmbH, AB Ludvig Svennson, Philips Electronics Nederland, Wall AG, 
and others. 

There are various awards and participation through the years as well, 
like the one for Solar Decathlon Europe 2014, where they reached the 
4th place of 20 finalist teams and Awards, and Urban Terrazzo and 
The Shit Show as creative pilots in 2018 by the u-institute for 
entrepreneurial thinking and acting: both teams were supervised by 
the Career & Transfer Service Center of the UdK Berlin. 

Funding sources Public 

Contact (Web site, 
address, email) 

Address: Grunewaldstr. 2-5, 10823 Berlin, Germany 
Website: https://www.udk-berlin.de/en/home/  

Responsible person Dean: Professor Thomas Düllo 

https://www.udk-berlin.de/en/home/
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Info: studyguide@udk-berlin.de  
Information to DESINNO 
project  
(up to 1 pg) 

The CTC (Career & Transfer Service Center) is active in numerous 
regional, national and international networks. In addition, it is possible 
to research further partnerships with institutions, and initiatives in 
InfoPark, that gives the opportunity to research online. It offers 
structured information and links to all topics related to 
entrepreneurship and career entry, like financing, marketing, 
networks, taxes, and social security. 

The UdK Berlin offers to its graduates many workshops led by experts 
from the Creative Industries, in order to approach the labour market; 
they focus on topics like Positioning, Financing, Social Security & 
Taxes, Law, Marketing & Social Media and Communication and 
Cooperation. In addition to learning and experimenting, workshops 
give to participants the chance to network with fellow students and 
graduates from all artistic disciplines. 

To supplement the workshop programme, UdK Berlin offers individual 
and team consultations through the CTC consultants. 

It is possible to help with individual concerns and transport contents 
from the workshops to the individual. During the consultation, they 
identify the individual's skills, knowledge, and goals and give further 
advice. This could be the recommendation of workshops, further 
consultations or the entry into the coaching programme. 

On one hand, the consultations are offered on various topics spanning 
career entry to the preparations for going freelance or starting up a 
business. This includes search strategies for finding internships or 
jobs, help with filling out application forms for social security or 
funding. On the other hand, the coaching programme is the most 
exclusive format of UdK Berlin and is especially targeted at 
participants starting up a knowledge-based or technology-oriented 
business. Individual coachings enable an effective consultation close 
to the coaches' concern. Shared analysis and a problem-solving 
approach with the coach bring clarity and confidence for the next 
steps. 

 

  

mailto:studyguide@udk-berlin.de
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Name of good practice  Northumbria University (14) 
Type University 

Topic The Northumbria School of Design covers Industrial, Fashion, 
Communication and Innovation Design. With alumni including Apple’s 
Sir Jonathan Ive, principal designer of the iPad, iPhone and iMac, the 
design community examines design in the context of use, beauty, and 
social and cultural contexts. The School offers Bachelor and Master 
Degree programmes, Ph.D. and Specializations. 

Design at Northumbria operates on multiple levels; as a functional set 
of knowledge and skills that can be applied to a problem in order to 
craft a solution that delights the senses and delivers functional benefit 
to users. This is manifest in garments, products, systems, services, 
and interfaces. Beyond this, design is an attitude. In the School, it is 
believed that there is creative potential in all people and co-creative, 
multi-disciplinary approach to design liberates this potential in all of 
the stakeholders that collaborate with the School, thereby liberating 
creative capacity in society. The Northumbria’s work demonstrates 
the value of design as an enabler in different contexts; e.g. addressing 
complex and interdependent social problems (Age UK KTP), where 
issues are not isolated to any one particular sector or discipline. 

Description  
(up to 1 pg) 

At the School of Design, there are about 2000 students. 

They learn in dedicated studio spaces using the range of professional 
facilities including access to professional exhibition spaces, industrial 
woodwork and metal workshops, sewing and print workshops and 
computer suites with full Adobe and Cad packages. Alongside the 
community of teaching staff with experience and knowledge as 
designers, technicians, craftsmen, journalists, scholars, and 
educators, it is possible to learn also from high-calibre visiting 
designers and design professionals including many with an 
international reputation as experts in their field. 

Industry experience and contacts are invaluable to students and so 
the School has built strong relationships and partnerships with cultural 
and creative, with opportunities for educational visits, work 
placements, site visits, and industry lectures. It is possible to get the 
chance to show the work at the industry attended degree showcase 
REVEAL and, for some of the courses, at top graduate shows in 
London such as New Designers, Graduate Fashion Week and Free 
Range. Flexibility is inherent in the building's design. This is essential 
to support the innovative teaching methods (social and soft skills, 
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flipped/blended classroom, MOOCs) and breadth of activities within 
the school. 

Equipment 
(up to 1 pg) 

Most importantly, with few internal walls and extensive use of internal 
glazing, the environment in the new building gives a feeling of space, 
openness and the sense of a single community that is central to the 
spirit of the school. 

Designed following a series of consultations and creative sessions 
with staff and students, the School of Design has been fitted out with 
state-of-the-art facilities and the latest in design technology including; 

- Dedicated exhibition gallery and outdoor show spaces 

- Modern presentation rooms with the latest screening facilities 

- Go Shop @ Design with mezzanine seating area 

- Digital photography studio 

- CAD suites 

- Traditional letterpress and screen printing 

- The latest in computer numerically controlled machinery 

- Extensive 3D prototyping workshops 

- Industry standard textile, printing, knit and garment 

- Construction facilities 

- Sound studios and recording booths 

- Interaction and animation studios 

- Mobile laptop facilities 

- Postgraduate, research and consultancy suites 

Evidence of success 
(up to 1/2 pg) 

Northumbria's School of Design was named one of Europe’s top 
design schools by US Business Week magazine and has an 
international reputation for innovation and creativity. The design 
programmes are delivered internationally, with partnerships including 
the BINUS-Northumbria School of Design in Indonesia and the 
Academy of Design in Sri Lanka. 

Northumbria boasts an illustrious design alumni list including Sir 
Jonathan Ive (Senior Vice-President, Apple), Rob Law MBE 
(Founder, Trunki), Nicola Morgan (Designer, Lanvin, Paris) and Tim 
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Brown (Chief Executive, IDEO). 
In 2015, the staff, students, and graduates won over 70 national and 
international design and media awards, commendations and prizes.  

Partners include household names such as Abercrombie & Fitch, 
Microsoft, Mars, Dunhill, Mulberry, Samsung, Unilever, Phillips, Nike, 
and Intel – to name a few. 

In 2013, Northumbria was selected as one of only five universities 
internationally that were invited to take part in the Orange International 
Student Design competition. Three prizes were awarded including the 
Design for All prize, which was awarded to Northumbria Fashion 
Communication student, Melissa Smith. 

Our Art and Design subjects are ranked 17th in the Sunday Times 
University Guide 2016. 

The School thinks that is important to extend the partnerships further 
to support the region through such relationships that will be mutually 
supportive in terms of industry engagement, interdisciplinary enquiry, 
and research opportunities.  

Funding sources Public 

Contact (Web site, 
address, email) 

Address: 12 Falconar St, Newcastle upon Tyne NE2 1XE, UK 
Website: https://www.northumbria.ac.uk/about-us/academic-
departments/northumbria-school-of-design/  

Responsible person Dean: Trevor Duncan 
Info: ask4help@northumbria.ac.uk  
it.helpline@northumbria.ac.uk  

Information to DESINNO 
project  
(up to 1 pg) 

The School of Design takes care of its students, even after their 
graduation: in fact, there are many services to help them to enter the 
labour market. 

The Careers Online is an employability hub, designed to help 
graduates move their careers forward with confidence. It is possible 
to use CV and cover letter builders, practise interviews, prepare for 
assessment centres and tests, and develop their own sector and 
employer knowledge; graduates can access the hub for 3 years after 
graduating.  

JobsOnline is useful to look both for student and graduate job, or just 
to have some work experience. 

Northumbria University has forged strong links with a wide range of 
local and international organizations in order to provide the students 
with the best placement opportunities available.  
When students need support with their career plan, it is possible to 

https://www.northumbria.ac.uk/about-us/academic-departments/northumbria-school-of-design/
https://www.northumbria.ac.uk/about-us/academic-departments/northumbria-school-of-design/
mailto:ask4help@northumbria.ac.uk
mailto:it.helpline@northumbria.ac.uk
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talk with staff: they give help in order to make big decisions, enhance 
the employability and provide with the right information. They can help 
to plan the career; market the skills and experience in the CVs and 
job applications; perform well at interviews and assessment centres; 
build up the contacts and networks; find placements, internships or 
work experience; find and apply for jobs and postgraduate courses. 
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Name of good practice  IADE Faculdade de Design, Tecnologia e Comunição (15) 
Type University 

Topic IADE is a laboratory of creativity, talent, and leadership recognized by 
society as a whole. It has encouraged students to put their own talents 
to the test, to believe in themselves, making them the best, in their 
personal lives or in their future professional integration. IADE today is 
a reference in teaching Creativity. It is also one of the best Design 
schools in Europe and a pioneer in Marketing, Advertising, and 
Photography. 

Currently, IADE grants academic Bachelor's, Master's, Doctoral as 
well as Post-Graduate Degrees in areas related to creativity: Design, 
Arts and Communication, Marketing, Advertising, and Photography. 
Since 2016, IADE has been a part of Universidade Europeia, 
reinforcing its positioning as a creative school in Europe.   

The Universidade Europeia is part of the largest global group of 
Higher Education - Laureate International Universities - and offers 
access to Student-centred quality education. It stands out for its ability 
to innovate and for its differentiated academic model which is founded 
on the principles of quality, internationalization and the proximity to 
business and the labour market. The preparation of its students aims 
at making them the Global Professionals of the future, equipping them 
with all the tools they need to achieve professional success anywhere 
in the world. 

Description  
(up to 1 pg) 

Train top-notch entrepreneurs and professionals, using innovative 
methods and preparing students for the global market. 

In the academic development of the programmes and students, and 
throughout process management, and in the preparation of 
professionals for a world without borders, it is necessary to encourage 
and provide contact with other cultures. Creating Global Professionals 
means fostering impactful and aware citizens, prepared to create a 
sustainable world, socially, economically and environmentally. 

It is also necessary to make innovation, to being able to adapt to 
market needs, offering cutting-edge methods and content in order to 
successfully prepare students.  

Another important value for IADE is social responsibility: the 
importance of volunteering experience for the student adds value to 
their professional training and enriches their development as a person 
and as a citizen. Practice as volunteer means greater proximity to the 
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community, a useful contribution and a responsible image in line with 
its own institutional philosophy, whose values are guided by truth, 
transparency, rigour and the sharing of knowledge. 

This translates into an invaluable gain for the community. It is in a 
narrative of solidarity and social participation that IADE finds a more 
balanced and fairer society and that they focus on a sound and 
sustainable development.  

Equipment 
(up to 1 pg) 

In IADE there are different laboratories in order to help students in 
doing their projects. IADE Media Lab comprises three modular 
operative structures, qualified as nucleus: Photography and Audio-
visual Production Nucleus, with properly equipped studios for training 
in the fields of audio-visual and media production; Digital Laboratory, 
which is suited to support editing and research in the communication 
design field, articulating digital imaging with analogical photography 
and web design; IADE-UX.Lab - User Experience Laboratory, which 
integrates LIVE - Laboratory of Visual Information and Eyetracking. It 
is a laboratory focused on the study of perceptive and cognitive 
aspects of interaction, user experience (UX), usability, interaction, 
and interface design, as well as design for ageing. 

IADE 3D Lab is an interaction and creativity space, intended mainly 
to support education and research in IADE-U, providing a set of 
modelling technologies, pre-fabrication and testing, which allows the 
possibility of involving lecturers, researchers and students in the 
development of a distinguishing learning and practice - based on 
"knowing how to do" - in various forms, both at the level of concrete 
systems of representation, tridimensional modeling with different 
materials, and the level of techniques and technologies usage - 
standard and new technologies - employed on the construction of 
tridimensional material models. 

Studio Lab of IADESchool Agency aims to develop a new dimension 
of the IADE brand; it promotes and trains the “training junior” in the 
job market within a school context; it offers projects that associate the 
research to the practice of design, photography, visual culture, 
marketing, and advertising; it brings closer higher education to the job 
market. 

There is also the IADE Editions that aims at providing didactic support 
to students and sharing knowledge in the scientific community, 
encompassing in its publications. From the harmonious interaction 
between the IADE Editions and the Design and Communication 
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Research Unit, you can expect the publication of interest relevant to 
both students and experts and the public interest. 

Evidence of success 
(up to 1/2 pg) 

Founded in 1969, in Lisbon, it has been a pioneer in teaching Design 
in Portugal. Currently, it is the institution that trains the most students 
in this field, with an employability rate of 97 percent. 

In 2012, it gained the status of University Institute, a title that enabled 
the creation of a modern Doctoral programme in Design, focusing 
especially on creativity and internationalization. 

Since 2015, IADE has been a part of Laureate International 
Universities, the largest global group of higher education, whose 
mission is to offer higher education with a multicultural focus. 
From 2015, IADE is featured as one of the top 50 Design schools in 
Europe in the Domus ranking. It was awarded the DS Label by the 
European Commission. The DS Label is a seal of quality which 
recognizes and distinguishes the excellence and best practices of the 
institutions of higher education with regard to the implementation of 
the Diploma Supplement. 

Funding sources Private 

Contact (Web site, 
address, email) 

Address: Av. Dom Carlos | 4, 1200-649 Lisboa, Portugal 
Website: https://www.iade.europeia.pt/en  

Responsible person Dean: Professor Carlos Rosa 
Info: admissions@iade.pt  

Information to DESINNO 
project  
(up to 1 pg) 

There are various tools to help students to enter the labour market. 

The Data Mining Lab aims, mainly, at developing and validating - with 
the intersection (triangulation) of mixed methodologies (quality-
quantity) - model calculations, measuring systems to gauge and 
synchronize objective and subjective data, and other devices applied 
to operational research and to business intelligence with the purpose 
of supporting agencies, namely SMEs to: more effectively monitor and 
adjust, continuously and in real-time, the performance of brands, 
products and services, and customer satisfaction and loyalty; develop 
new products, services, and brands, through dialogue-based co-
creation for the generation of value and of flows of open innovation. 
To complement its objectives, the Data Mining Lab also aims to 
support the activities carried out by IADE-U and UNIDCOM - 
Research Unit in Design and Communication, an autonomous 
Organic Research Unit of IADE-U Instituto de Arte, Design e Empresa 
| Universitário - through training actions and consultancy in research 
methods and techniques. 

https://www.iade.europeia.pt/en
mailto:admissions@iade.pt
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Finally, it aims at contributing to UNIDCOM's mission to generate 
networking and the transfer of knowledge to the market and to 
produce operational research and scientific knowledge based on 
empirical studies and experimental testing. 

The career management service focuses on the search for and 
availability of job offers for students and alumni. From curricular and 
extracurricular traineeships, amongst other professional job offers, 
IADE also offers an international electronic platform that manages the 
offers, allowing students to manage their profile and to access a page 
with global job offers. The students are also prepared for successful 
insertion into the labour market by receiving advice from a team of 
qualified professionals and from programmes and seminars on 
employability exclusive to those who have access. 

The Active Job Program, for example, is an employability programme 
with the main goal of preparing students attending the Bachelor’s 
Degree courses to access the labour market. During this programme, 
which takes place throughout the 3 academic years, the students will 
get the opportunity to learn and discuss various issues, such as the 
preparation of their CVs and portfolios, preparing themselves for 
interviews and group dynamics, and using social networks. 

At the iFuture employability seminars, students will get the change to 
listen to human resources professionals from several companies, first 
hand. During these sessions, recruiters will talk about existing market 
opportunities, how students can apply for said opportunities, what 
particularities and skills are needed and what attitude and behaviour 
are expected today by the companies when they open their doors to 
young students, new graduates, and post-graduates. It is an excellent 
opportunity for students, allowing them to network with major national 
and multinational employers. 
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Name of good practice  ENSCI-Les Ateliers (16) 
Type Design School 

Topic The National School of Industrial Creation (Les Ateliers) is the only 
national school exclusively dedicated to industrial design. It wants to 
break with academic models by placing creation at the heart of the 
concerns of the industrial production and thus revives the spirit of the 
Bauhaus or Black Mountain College. 

Near the Place de la Bastille, in the heart of Paris, ENSCI-Les Ateliers 
occupies a historic site at the place of former workshops of decorator 
Jansen. The school keeps the spirit of these workshops while opening 
up to the most contemporary technologies (digital machines, printers, 
and 3D scanners). 

A public industrial and character trading, the Les Ateliers is under the 
joint authority of the ministries of Culture and of Industry and enjoys 
recognition and of national integration and international front. The 
school is, also, a founding member of a community of universities and 
institutions, the COMUE héSam. 

Two degrees are offered in initial training: Textile Design and 
Industrial Design, each raised to the rank of Master. In the field of 
Training, ENSCI offers short courses and two Specialized Masters, 
accredited by the Conference of Grandes Ecoles, and a post-
graduation course. 

Description  
(up to 1 pg) 

ENSCI-Les Ateliers has approximately 300 students, and they receive 
education through innovative didactics’ tools. From the beginning, the 
ENSCI-Les Ateliers has set up an innovative pedagogy based on the 
project and on individualized curriculum, according to a student-
centered approach, following a course - unlike classical chronological 
curricula - where students are actors of their own formation. At 
ENSCI-Les Ateliers, it is used the methodology of "learning by doing": 
school and its students experiment, proceed by iteration, handle the 
uncertainties. It is possible to learn to manage complexity, design 
practices and the systems in a socially responsible approach.  
It draws its specificity in the uniqueness of the school and of its 
educational project. It is based on experience and it creates culture 
structured by contemporary social, artistic and technical issues. The 
future design students, in initial training, follow an individualized 
research course and participate in lessons-oriented-research.  

The research proposes to collaborate with other scientific disciplines 
and to participate in the construction of new knowledge.  
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Equipment 
(up to 1 pg) 

During the workshop projects, students experiment with digital 
modeling, prototyping and rapid prototyping with tools like digital 
machines, printers, and the 3D scanners. They use the workshop 
materials, photo, video and digital; in the meantime, they feed their 
minds at the Documentation Center. 

There are resources on materials (wood, metal, plastic), digital 
channel design, rapid prototyping, materials library, audiovisual 
studio.   

Evidence of success 
(up to 1/2 pg) 

The school was created on the basis of an educational project open 
to the world of economics, to train high-quality designers. The 
partnership is a part of this dynamic, to familiarize and prepare 
students for the world of business, as well as an open practice of their 
future profession. Understanding the company and its challenges, 
meeting its various stakeholders, participating in industry projects by 
accompanying the evolutions of society are all challenges for the 
training of future designers. 

For the company, working with ENSCI students represents the 
occasion to know many trends and to get a privileged monitoring 
observatory: it is the opportunity to expand its vision. 

For the school, partnership projects encourage students to develop 
thinking, reasoning, coherence, and strategy. The purpose is to create 
proposals adapted to the objectives defined jointly with the partner, 
but always according to an educational approach.  

Finally, for students, working on a partnership project is the 
opportunity to measure and evaluate, with external speakers, the 
relevance of their ideas, their practice, their knowledge, their ability of 
reasoning and of speech, their master of tools and techniques. 

The School works together with companies like PSA Peugeot Citroen, 
Decathlon, Leroy Merlin, Hermès, Pyrex, Pentel (Japan), Huawei 
(China), Visa Europe (Great Britain), Alessi (Italy) and other. It is 
ranked second among European and American schools and 
universities in the Red Dot Design Ranking 2016. 

Funding sources Public 

Contact (Web site, 
address, email) 

Address: 48, Rue Saint-Sabin, Paris, France 
Website: https://www.ensci.com/ensci-les-ateliers/  

Responsible person Dean: Erik Anspach 
Info: international@ensci.com 

Information to DESINNO 
project  

ENSCI-Les Ateliers tries to be a pedagogical device and a design-
oriented incubator to promote the entrepreneurial practices of 

https://www.ensci.com/ensci-les-ateliers/
mailto:international@ensci.com
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(up to 1 pg) students. It is an open incubator for which design is the heart of the 
entrepreneurial project in the overall approach. If there is a rich 
network of incubators in the Paris basin, either private or public in 
connection with schools, however, there is no such model, even 
though the needs are now well identified. The problem of design is the 
poor attention in many entrepreneurial projects; ENSCI tries to solve 
it, improving their projects and offering a new perspective of the 
entrepreneurial issue. The ENSCI has also started a program of 
training - a course and an incubator - which gives young designers 
the key language and the codes to understand and achieve the ability 
to interact with the world of the business. The courses provide 
students with the tools and a framework to fully develop their role as 
designer in innovation projects, whether carried by an entrepreneurial 
approach to their own or by a third party, or in the framework projects 
carried by a client (intrapreneurship, etc.).  

The incubator, called the Great Bath, is a new system of valuing the 
role, impact and the work of designers from school in entrepreneurial 
projects and innovation, whatever their forms. The incubator offers 
these services: coaching (Strategic Coaching and Mentoring); 
networking qualified (opportunity of meetings between holders of  
projects and complementary profiles to constitute associated teams); 
co-working (space to work within the school); experts (access to the 
experts and to the services of workshops to prototype - under 
conditions); community (exchange and meetings inter-contractors 
designers); visibility (communication on projects associated with the 
image of  the school, and through its channel communications, as web 
page dedicated to the site school, valuing the incubated projects); 
network (helping incubators partners to grow, partner schools to find 
complementary profiles, large groups and community partners school 
as potential clients, public and private financing structures, etc.); 
resources (Dassault Système - access to programs, expertise, 
solutions, PEPITE HESAM - student entrepreneur status, etc.); 
conferences / workshops / training: current programming. 
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Name of good 
practice  

University of the Aegean - Department of Product & Systems Design 
Engineering (17) 

Type University  

Topic The Department of Product and Systems Design Engineering (DPSDE) is 
part of the School of Engineering of the University of the Aegean. The main 
objective of the Department is to produce graduates who will be able to use 
creatively new technologies, sciences and arts for the design of solutions that 
are usable and functional for various applications from varying areas.  

The Design department covers a wide range of levels with a first level degree 
(Bachelor or B.Sc.), second level degree (Master or M.Sc.), and Ph.D. 
programme. The main fields of study are Product Design, Service Design 
and Human Computer Interaction. 

The Department of Product and Systems Design Engineering is the first ever 
Product Design Engineering related HEI in Greece. 

Description  
(up to 1 pg) 

The DPSDE was founded in 2000, when it began its academic function. It 
belongs to the School of Engineering of the University of the Aegean, based 
in Syros. 

It is the only department of Product Design Engineering in Greece and 
collaborates with many major schools of European design in various 
contexts: summer schools, student exchanges (Erasmus), research, etc. 
thus demonstrating significant activity in the field of Design in Greece and 
internationally. 

Today, the department numbers more than 900 undergraduate and 
postgraduate students, as well as 15 PhD candidates. Some 700 design 
engineers have graduated from the department’s undergraduate and 
postgraduate courses.  

Its focus is on the integrated design of modern and emerging products, 
systems and services following the new approaches in the interdisciplinary 
area of design, creatively combining knowledge and methodologies from a 
wide range of sciences, recognizing the anthropocentric character of Design 
as well as the role of the arts within it, and placing a significant emphasis on 
the use of new technologies. 

The Department aspires to consolidate and further strengthen its position in 
the Greek and international academic environment, as well as to increase its 
attractiveness -in conditions of international economic and social crisis- 
reinforcing its educational mission through the continuous incorporation of 
the most up-to-date knowledge into the curriculum and the provision of 
student care through the securing of food and housing infrastructures.  
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The curriculum of the DPSDE is enriched with engineering courses (e.g., 
Mechanics, Materials Science, Mechatronics, Manufacturing) and faculty 
members with engineering degrees and PhD degrees are hired to adjust to 
the requirements of the School of Engineering established in 2017, with the 
administrative seat in Syros.  

The uniqueness of the PSDE program is the integration of technical analysis 
skills with innovation synthesis skills that includes an understanding of the 
marketplace. Most universities worldwide understand the need for such a 
program today, and they tend to satisfy it through program variations in 
mechanical engineering departments. The difficulty they face is that non-
engineering faculty are hard to integrate within a traditional engineering 
discipline.  

The DPSDE is highly popular with students, who pursue careers of technical 
innovation in large companies as well as in startups and academic 
institutions. The record shows that PSDE graduates have advanced 
academically earning PhDs in engineering, thus further attesting to the 
technical potential of their undergraduate degree. 

The DPSDE is involved in several educational projects funded by EU, like 
the Erasmus+ framework, and offers a series of open courses on various 
aspects of product design, international summer schools and a MOOC 
programme developed through a pan-European project on providing 
education on accessible design. 

The DPSDE is an important pole for local and regional development, through: 

• Offering opportunities for high level studies at undergraduate, postgraduate 
and doctoral level, 

• Creation of high-skilled graduates for job coverage in Greece and abroad, 

 • A multitude of collaborations and a wide-ranging contribution to the 
qualitative upgrading of offered products and services at local, national and 
international level.  

Equipment 
(up to 1 pg) 

The DPSDE is well-equipped with state-of-the-art hardware and software 
supporting all education and research activities of the faculty. Currently, there 
are four research-oriented labs in the department as in the following. 

Interactive Systems Design Laboratory (ISD) 

The ISD lab conducts research and development in the areas of human-
computer interaction, virtual reality and information systems with a focus on 
design-oriented and human-centered approaches and methods. The lab is 
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well-equipped and offers expertise and research services that cover all 
stages of interactive systems lifecycle: 

User experience studies and evaluation: usability; accessibility; remote 
evaluation; eye tracking studies; field studies; collaboration studies. 

Virtual worlds and 3D user interfaces; in the areas of collaborative design, 
education, cultural heritage. 

Design and evaluation of natural user interfaces: mid-air interaction, multi-
touch displays, distant displays. 

Information systems design & engineering: big data analytics, cloud 
computing, mobile computing. 

Interaction design methods, including co-design, with diverse user groups 
including older adults and children. 

 

Service Design Laboratory (SDL) 

The aims of the lab are to provide research and education on service design. 
More specifically: 

Developing and using Systems Thinking and Systems Science to address 
the complexity of real-world problems in service delivery, innovation and 
management. 

Production of standards (ISO) for the design of services and the design of 
service terminals and the design of information. 

Engaging in participatory design of participatory production and consumption 
services by creative groups in the context of social innovation as platform 
actions through social entrepreneurship and the sharing economy. 

 

Integrated Industrial Design Laboratory (INDEL) 

The aim of INDEL is to support academic and research activities related to 
the phases of design, engineering, optimisation and production of an 
industrial product. In this context, research conducted within the framework 
of the INDEL Laboratory focuses on issues related to product life-cycle up to 
the production stage. More specifically, the laboratory is active in different 
research areas that complement the image of a complete detailed design, 
from conceptual and preliminary design, 3D parametric modeling, selection 
of materials, mechanical analysis and optimisation, up to the design for 
production and the creation of natural prototypes. The INDEL is well-
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equipped with state-of-the-art 3D scanners, 3D printers, CNC machine, laser 
cuter, tensile-strength equipment, latest CAD and CAE software, etc. 

 

Design and Colour Lab (DCL) 

The aim of DCL is to familiarise undergraduate and postgraduate students 
with contemporary artistic research combined with research on technologies, 
directed and adapted to the wider area of art, its applications and culture.  

More specifically, the lab’s mission is to implement and consolidate modern 
approaches to art forms as well as to develop specialised creative skills with 
traditional and digital media. 

Evidence of 
success 
(up to 1/2 pg) 

The graduates of the department are employed in major companies of 
Greece and Europe including Accenture, BIC, Bosh and Zaha Hadid 
Architects amongst others. Actually, about one-third of the graduates works 
abroad in high-competitive economies like in UK, German, France, Spain, 
etc. In addition, graduates of the Department have finished doctoral training 
and work as researchers in KTH, Brunel and Umea School of Design 
amongst others. Through a comprehensive and mandatory internship 
programme the average time to find employment is less than three months, 
pointing to a desirable and skilful alumni network. 

Numerous graduates have received awards for their design projects in 
international and national design competitions.  

The faculty is research oriented and produces high quality research results 
which are published in leading scientific journals and conferences. With more 
than 5000 citations in the last 8 years, the department has gained recognition 
and reputation by the international academic/research community. 

There are several European- and National- funded projects on basic, applied 
research and technological development within the department. These 
projects offer the opportunity to involve post-doctoral fellows, PhD students 
and M.Sc. and undergraduate students in research activities. 

There are several cooperation actions with other Higher Education 
Institutions and Industrial Partners, through the Erasmus+ programme that 
link education and industry towards review of curricula and qualifications of 
the Product Design Engineering profession.  

Funding sources Public-private 

Contact (Web site, 
address, email) 

Address: Konstantinoupoles 1 Hermoupolis Syros 84100 
Website: www.syros.aegean.gr  

http://www.syros.aegean.gr/
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Responsible 
person 

Professor Philip Azariadis, Head of Department 

Information to 
DESINNO project  
(up to 1 pg) 

The DPSDE brings together diverse knowledge fields relevant to the project 
within a holistic perspective. The intersection of HCI, Social innovation and 
digital fabrication methods within a multidisciplinary design thinking 
framework is necessary for DESINNO to achieve its goals. 

The department offers a multidisciplinary curriculum by combining 
knowledge and courses coming from science (engineering), society 
(marketing, entrepreneurship) and arts (applied fine arts). Engineering 
knowledge and theoretical skills are taught by academic personnel all having 
PhDs and a well-established research career. The students are able to 
enhance their creativity and design thinking approaches by attending applied 
design studios where real-life projects are carried out with the help of expert 
market-oriented product-designers. They can have hands-on experience 
with design projects through the four research labs where product protypes 
(some of them functional) are developed as part of their practical-skills 
education. 

In addition, DPSDE offers open courses on various aspects of product 
design, international summer schools that attract a significant number of 
participants worldwide and a MOOC developed through a pan-European 
project on providing education on accessible design. 

The DPSDE implements innovative didact approaches in conjunction with 
traditional approaches in order to provide a student-centric teaching 
environment. 

Several product design competitions take place within the DPSDE every 
year. These competitions are funded by industrial partners and offer to the 
students the unique opportunity to have a real-life experience on the 
development of a new product starting from the initial brief, to the basic 
concept, to final detail design. There are several market products in Greece 
and worldwide designed by students of the DPSDE through the 
aforementioned procedure. 

The DPSDE has a unique and mandatory internship programme where the 
students spend one to three months in a real-life working environment. In 
several occasions, the students return as full-time employees in the company 
they did their internship. This has positive effects for all stakeholders. The 
department has through the years build its reputation by providing the market 
with skilful professionals. Students get valuable real-life experience and are 
presented with an opportunity to try different specialisations in a risk-free 
environment. Finally, the companies have access to skilled product design 
professionals that provide more opportunities for evolution. 
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Name of good practice   
University of West Attica / Department of Industrial Design and 
Production Engineering / Laboratory of Design and Development of 
Innovative Knitted Textiles and Garments (DIGKΝIGΑ). 
 

Type University of West Attica is a Public University (HEI) 

Topic Design and development of smart fabrics and smart clothes. 
Smart systems developed through multifunctional design. 
 
 

Description  
(up to 1 pg) 

As part of the of the Department of Industrial Design and Production 
Engineering established at the University of West Attica, the 
laboratory works under the following frames: 
 
Objectives:the collaborative development of innovative products that 
combine properties of more than one field e.g. from textileindustry 
and electronics. 
 
Provided skills: 
- Ability to review the properties of the product in a holistic way. 
- Interdisciplinary approach to design 
- Generation of  innovative ideas 
- Hands-on practice 
- Prototyping  
 
Methodology: step by step/iterative approach in order to develop an 
innovative product that has advanced properties or combined 
features.This approach takes place in an intensive collaborative 
environment where various teams operate to perform the project’s 
tasks.  
 
The combination of doing technological research and offering 
education and training gives to the department the competitive 
advantage to deliver high quality resultsaccording to today's needs. 
The students after the graduation have the adequate experience to 
face the problems of the industry and find the appropriate solutions 
in line with the laws of the market. 
 
The fully equipped laboratory provides the technical infrastructure 
and hence the scientific knowledge that can guarantee a full, all-
round education and training to students of the department as well 
as to members of the design industry. 
 

Equipment 
(up to 1 pg) 

The Laboratory has a variety of equipment that can be used for its 
activities: 
-Basic chemical lab equipment e.g. glassware, wages, stirring 
devices, drying oven, ultrasound cleaning device, temperature 
meters, PH meters, humidity meter, surface conductivity meter; 
-Tensile meterfor measuring the tension durability ofyarns and 
threads; 
- Electronic weaving machine. This machine is programmable and 
can be used to create various patterns. 
-Electronic knitting warp machine   
-Electronic knitting weft machine  
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-Friction measurement device 
-Fabric wrinkle resistance measurement device 
-Specific measuring equipment for textiles. 
 

Evidence of success 
(up to 1/2pg) 

Development of smart vest in collaboration with Autotech SA 
http://autotech.gr/index.php/en/wearables 
 

 
 
Presentation of the smart vest at the SCIENCE AND 
TECHNOLOGY FESTIVAL 2007 (Athens, Greece) 
 
Under the project 04 ENTER 099, Autotech has contributed in the 
implementation of a smart garment, which is used for the 
measurement of the heartbeat. 
The operating principle of this garment is based on the use of metal 
coated commercially available textile fibers. 
With the metallic coating, the textile fibers acquire electro-conductive 
properties without losing their physical properties, i.e. they can be 
woven, washed, etc., 
In this way, gold electrodes, which are woven into any garment, are 
produced to measure biomedical electrical signals. 
The smart clothing which was presented during the science and 
technology festivals, could provide ECG measurement using gold 
coated textile electrodes 
The Laboratory of Design and Development of Innovative Knitted 
Textiles and Garments, developed the gold coated textile electrodes 
and the distributed structure of the smart garment.  
 
Development of textile electronic components in collaboration with 
Vostex.sa (http://vostex.gr/en/) 
 

http://autotech.gr/index.php/en/wearables
http://vostex.gr/en/
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Knitted electrically conductive yarns  
 

  
Ribbon containing electrically conductive yarns 
  
Development of user–computer textile interface with Michael 
Mandalakas Company SA. (http://www.mmc.gr/.  –That is an 
ongoing project (details regarding the project are soon to be 
released) 
 
Moreover, the laboratory as part of the Department of Industrial 
Design and Production Engineeringis currently involved in 8 EU-
funded projects, including the following Erasmus+ projects: 

- FOSTEX: a trans-European initiative to fill the gap in the 
area of specialized services for the textile sector, 
establishing 4 textile innovation centres in Jordan and 

http://www.mmc.gr/
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Morocco. The advanced textile centres will enable access 
to business development services such as quality testing, 
product certification, training, technology trends, 
production organization, B2B and funding opportunities for 
the textile industry of the two countries. 

- TEXTRA:TEXSTRA is an Erasmus+ Strategic Partnerships 
for Higher Education project that aims to: 

• strengthen the knowledge triangle for the textile 
sector in EU, i.e. the cooperation and networking 
between HEI’s, research organizations and 
companies in order to reinforce the textile research 
position in the European context as a potential 
development key; 

• promote research & innovation based actions, testing 
and development of new e-learning tools for students, 
trainers and professionals; 

• promote the application of good practices for the 
enhancement of innovative skills; and 

• provide knowledge, skills and competences by using 
virtual tools. 

- Smart textiles: Modernisation of curriculum of Textile 
Engineering and Textile Technology in Indonesia, Malaysia 
and Pakistan, where the laboratory team takes part as 
Coordinator. 

- TECLO: TECLO project intents to  
- modernize EU’s higher education systems in the field of 

textiles and clothing 
- create a sustainable partnerships between education and 

employment 
- develop a massive open online course (MOOC) educating 

the future textile and clothing managers 
The Project’s main outcomes are going to be: 
- the development of sectorial methods for anticipation of skills 

needs; 
- the set-up of the EU curricula of the new professional profile 

of the Textiles and Clothing Managers (TECLOM), endowed 
with more advanced social, entrepreneurial and management 
skills; 

- the development and pilot of a MOOC for the new TECLOM. 
- TEXMODA: TEXMODA is a European Union funded initiative 

to develop a European competence profile in Advanced 
Technologies for the Textile and Fashion Industry, the 
creation of an educational program (curriculum and teaching 
material) based on this competency profile and training of 
trainers. 

 
Funding sources National, EU and private e.g. projects self-funded by industry 

partners. 
 

Contact (Web site, 
address, email) 

Laboratory of Design and Development of Innovative Knitted 
Textiles and Garments, 
Industrial Design and Production Engineering Department 
University of West Attica, 
Campus II 
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Thivon 250 & P. Ralli 12241, Egaleo, Athens, Greece 
Website: https://www.idpe.uniwa.gr/ 
Email: gprin@uniwa.gr 
 
 

Responsible person Prof. George Priniotakis 
Email: gprin@uniwa.gr 
 

Further information 
(up to 1pg) 

The laboratory operates within the frames of the Department of 
Industrial Design and Production Engineering, the objective of 
which, is the design of modern systems and services following the 
best approaches in the interdisciplinary field of design, combining 
creative knowledge and methodologies from a wide range of 
sciences and placing a strong emphasis on the use of new 
technologies and the production of innovative products. 
 
The purpose of the Department is to produce graduates who can 
use creatively new technologies, science and art to design solutions 
in the form of user-friendly and functional Products, Processes and 
Systems in all product areas. The Department thus responds to the 
current and emerging needs of executives in industry and 
businesses in the global competitive environment. 
 
The University of West Attica is a newly founded public university 
established in March 2018. However, the Department of Industrial 
Design and Production Engineering incorporates the former 
Department of Textile Engineering of the Piraeus University of 
Applied Sciences which was founded in 1983 and was renowned for 
its intervention and strong links both with the private and public 
sector related to textile matters. This fact has led to an innovative 
approach of its curricula, sincepart of the course uses the various 
processes and systems of the textile industry as a reference. In 
these courses, the Textile example provides a basis for a 
comprehensive and multi-faceted examination of industrial practice 
issues, e.g. from power generation to packaging, from initial design 
to control of every manufacturing detail, from production planning to 
monitoring and evaluation of results, etc. 
 
The five year study program offered by the department offers added 
competencies to its graduates: 
(a)Through its emphasis on digital technologies, promotingand 
creatingknowledge appropriate to the emerging industrial landscape. 
This includes, among other things, AdditiveManufacturing, Cyber-
physicalSystems Integration, Cyber-Security Information 
Management, Cloud Computing ) and the other pillars of the 
evolving 4th Industrial or Technological Revolution (Industry 4). 
(b) By exploiting its model.  In the textile sector, the study cycle 
offers a conceptual and thematically integrated knowledge of the 
Value-chain industry. This knowledge covers in a logical way all 
dimensions of industrial production: technological, energy, 
economic-technical, environmental, institutional and investment. It is 
also associated with a recovering industry, with a particularly 
"Greek" history and physiognomy, and with the right momentum, it 

https://www.idpe.uniwa.gr/
mailto:gprin@uniwa.gr
mailto:gprin@uniwa.gr
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can potentially make a significant contribution to employment and 
growth. 
 
The laboratory is a member of AUTEX - Association of Universities 
for Textiles (www.autex.org), which is a worldwide network of textile 
teaching universities.  

 
  

http://www.autex.org/
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Name of good practice  AEI Tèxtils 

Type Cluster / Business association 

Topic Textile association  

Description  

(up to 1 pg) 
AEI TÈXTILS is a non-profit organization 
representing the Catalan technical textiles 
cluster. Its mission is to promote innovation 

with the aim of improving the competitiveness of its members, as well 
as cooperation, complementarity and communication among them. 

Its members comprise SMEs of the whole manufacturing chain of 
technical textiles, universities, research centers textile trade 
associations and other kind or organizations related to the field. 

It works in 4 strategic lines: R&D: Promoting cooperation amongst its 
members, increasing the taking on level of innovation support 
initiatives; promoting the participation of the Catalan technical textiles 
sector in technological cooperation European projects and increasing 
their productivity in the territory promoting the implementation of new 
technologies and the development of new products and processes. 
Internationalization: Improving access to international markets; 
improving access to knowledge through international R&D and 
technological and commercial partners and improving access to 
research and key production infrastructures in third countries. Skills: 
Increasing the training of current employees in the sector and 
improving the level of qualifications; promoting development and 
knowledge of career opportunities in the sector and providing unique 
and specific training on technology and market in the technical textiles 
sector. Marketing: Promoting the exchange of best practices 
amongst local enterprises; improving the image of the sector in 
Catalonia; promoting its strengths and capabilities to other 
manufacturing sectors of the territory to increase globally business 
opportunities and creating dialogue between industry, scientific 
community and public administration. It offers several services to its 
members within these 4 thematic areas. 

As a cluster structure and according to its strategy AEI TÈXTILS has 
the suitable profile to carry out the assigned tasks in this project. It 
has the appropriate skills and experience to provide support and 
added value services to SMEs which contribute to their increase of 
competitiveness. 

AEI TÈXTILS has built strong relationship with main stakeholders of 
the textile sector in Catalonia and internationally where has lead the 
creation of the transnational network on Smart Materials CONTEXT. 
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It has also experience in the creation and working with virtual 
platforms, in organizing benchmarking and networking sessions, 
organization of thematic workshops, dissemination and exploitation 
activities and providing several kinds of services to SMEs, working 
closely with them. Knowledge of the technical textiles’ sector, 
technology and markets. 
 

Equipment 

(up to 1 pg) 

n/a 

Evidence of success 

(up to 1/2 pg) 

Cooperation in several projects under EU funding with synergies 
between research and HEIs and industry to link the innovation gap.  
Several examples of  
(Examples of collaboration between HEI and Industry) 
 

AEI TÈXTILS has promoted the Cost Action CONTEXT 
(CA17107) - European Network to connect research and 
innovation efforts on advanced Smart Textiles (11/2018-10/2022) 
being its Cluster Manager the Action Chair, and AEI Tèxtils the 
Grant Holder Institution. CONTEXT aims are: 

- To promote the development of a joint research roadmap for 
smart textiles 

- To foster the transfer of knowledge among different actors 
in order to find suitable applications in various 
multidisciplinary fields 

- To act as stakeholder platform to identify needs and 
requirements from different points of view in a bottom-up 
approach 

- To promote networking activities in order to attract talent, 
build more and better research projects with more 
consciousness on the objectives of creating exploitable 
results. 

Partner at FOSTEX project (01/2019-01/2022), co-funded by 
ERASMUS+ programme under the Capacity Building for Higher 
Education. The main aim of Fostex initiative is to bridge the gap 
of university-enterprise collaboration in the area of specialized 
services for the textile sector by upgrading two textiles centers in 
Morocco and by establishing two fully operational advanced 
textile innovation centers in Jordan, training their staff by 
European experts. 

Partner at TEXSTRA project (09/2017-02/2020), co-funded by 
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Erasmus+ Programme. The aim of the project is to promote and 
contribute to the transferring research and innovation knowledge 
to students & trainees of the textile/clothing sector via project 
based learning. 

Coordinator of PACTEX and ECODISTEX projects, both co-
funded by the Waste Agency of Catalonia. PACTEX aims to 
establish synergies between the companies of both clusters and 
foster among them the effective use of material resources by 
reducing industrial waste at source, reuse of products, improving 
recyclability and recovery of waste. ECODISTEX (03-12/2018) 
aims to promote the use of environmental criteria in the different 
stages of design, production, distribution, use and recycling of 
final products within the technical textile sector with the goal to 
reduce and mitigate the environmental impact during the whole 
life cycle. 

Coordinator of LIFE-FLAREX project (07/2017-06/2020), co-
funded by LIFE Programme. The aim of the project is to carry out 
an analysis of the environmental impact of the best technologies 
currently available that are alternative to toxic Flame Retardants 
(FRs), used in textile finishing processes, especially those that 
are halogenated, and demonstrate which are the best 
alternatives: the less toxic and with lower environmental impact 
but at the same time those that will keep the required properties 
of the fabric. 

Coordinator of MIDWOR-LIFE project (09/2015-08/2018), co-
funded by LIFE Programme. The aim of the project is to carry out 
an analysis of the environmental impact of the best technologies 
currently available that are alternative to toxic DWOR (liquid 
repellents), used in textile finishing processes, especially those 
that are fluorinated, and demonstrate which are the best 
alternatives: the less toxic and with lower environmental impact 
but at the same time those that will keep the required properties 
of the fabric. 

 
Funding sources Private and EU  

Contact (Web site, 
address, email) 

https://textils.cat/en/ 
info@textils.cat  

Responsible person Dr. Ariadna Detrell 

Further information 

(up to 1 pg) 

(Emphasize on methodology, equipment, operation, management, 
advantages and benefits for industrial cooperation)  

https://textils.cat/en/
mailto:info@textils.cat
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As a cluster, AEI Tèxtils supports its members to apply for funding at 
national and European level, including 3 SMEs that were awarded 
the SME Instrument from the H2020 program from the European 
Commission.  

The cluster also organizes periodic workshops with the industry and 
research community in order to bring to date important aspects such 
as sustainability1 and industry 4.02. 

1 - https://textils.cat/en/2019/02/exit-del-primer-workshop-del-
projecte-flarex-a-catalunya/ 
2 - https://textils.cat/en/2019/07/sessio-sobre-industria-4-0-a-les-
pimes/ 
 

 

  

https://textils.cat/en/2019/02/exit-del-primer-workshop-del-projecte-flarex-a-catalunya/
https://textils.cat/en/2019/02/exit-del-primer-workshop-del-projecte-flarex-a-catalunya/
https://textils.cat/en/2019/07/sessio-sobre-industria-4-0-a-les-pimes/
https://textils.cat/en/2019/07/sessio-sobre-industria-4-0-a-les-pimes/
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3.1 EU Best Practices: main findings 
After the research activity and the collection of best practices, it is necessary to analyze the results, 
in order to understand the state of the art of Europe Universities, and to elaborate this information in 
a coherent perspective with the DESINNO purposes. The focus is pointed on laboratories, other 
facilities and innovative didactics. 

The 93% of Schools has “traditional” workshops, useful to manipulate materials and to realize 
prototypes. This kind of workshops includes the wood / metal / plastic / ceramic / glass ones and the 
machineries connected (bandsaw, laser cutting, welding, etc). The 69 % is provided with photo 
studios, which sometimes can include the animation and sound studio. The 85% has laboratories 
equipped with higher technological content, like CNC and 3D printing machines. The 62% has the 
fashion area, connected with the specific faculty, equipped with textiles and weaving / knitting / sewing 
(and other) machines. The digital labs have the 61%: they have platforms for the realization of 
components / simple electronic circuits. Only the 23% has the painting, sculpturing and drawing 
workshops; they usually are connected with the origin of schools, that was born as fine arts academy. 
The same percentage concerns the robotics and bio-labs, that are not very common, because they 
are usually connected with only engineering world. In the end, only the 8% (1 school out of 11) has 
some particular labs, like Physical & Ergonomics one, Teaching lab, Processotheque (documentation 
and activities around processes), FabLab and User Experience Laboratory. 

 

 

Figure 3. Comparison among different kind of workshop 
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Most of the facilities offered by schools are present in almost all the school analyzed. Some of these 
are entrusted at third-part associations and are associated with the schools, otherwise some are 
simply outside the campuses. For this reason, a differentiation between internal and external facilities 
has been done. About the facilities inside the campuses all the schools analyzed have a system of 
laboratory and workshop, both common and uncommon. The 92% of the schools have his own library 
inside the campuses available for students and associate. The study areas are present inside the 
campuses on the 85% of the schools, unlike the Sport complex that are present just on the 46% of 
the schools. Two important facilities are surely the Print shops, especially for that schools that are 
strongly oriented on communication design, and ICT service. The first one are present inside the 
campuses on the 62% of the schools, the second one on the 85%. Finally the 54% of the schools 
have a College shop, and the 69% a Lecture theatre. 

The facilities outside the campuses are drastically lower. In fact the vast majority of the schools 
analyzed have just one or two external facilities and anyway all of that are under 50%. Only 1 school 
have an external library and a study area (8%). Just 3/13 have Print shop, ICT service and 
kindergarten (23%). Instead the 46% of the schools have Sport complex outside the campuses (6/13). 
It is notable that 2 schools have additional laboratory outside the campuses (15%). 

It is interesting to notice that there are some facilities which percentages stays under the 50%: the 
lockers’ presence is attested for 6 schools out of 13 (46% total); this can seem unusual, but it is 
important to know that some schools have campus where students live, so it is not useful to have 
lockers; in other case, every student has his/her stationing, where it is possible to work and leave the 
projects. Only the 46% of school has kindergartens (6/13): it is a serious lack, because sometimes it 
is difficult for parents to combine university studies and parenting, especially if they live away from 
home. On the other hand, some universities give their students the possibility to access the national 
programmes that help families to raise up children without give up to work or study. Another peculiar 
facility is the College Gallery: some school have a space that can be used both for temporary 
exhibitions and for school purpose (in order to exhibit, for example, the students’ projects); it takes 
place for 4 schools (30%). In the end, only one school has a packstation service (7%). 

 

Figure 4. Comparison among different inside campus facilities 
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Figure 5. Comparison among different outside campus facilities 

 

In spite of what is thought, innovative didactics is not spread across every school so far. In fact, the 
70% uses tools like e-learning, social/soft skills and flipped/blended classroom; a bigger percentage 
(84%) attests the use of learning-by-doing method and of MOOCs. It is interesting to notice that some 
schools have elaborated their methods and tools that are used in order to improve education. Some 
of them use theoretical methods, while other is focused on digital tools. 

  

Figure 6. Comparison among Innovative Didactics’ tools used 
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5 Annex 
Index: 

1. Template CONTENTS-METHODOLOGY-FACILITIES filled with data of the 12 Universities  
2. Brochure and communication materials collected from the Universities 
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